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Abstract

Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) is a formal method that is used to support
analysis, design, independent verification, and validation inherent in the development of
software and hardware systems. MBSE applications are present in many areas of our
daily lives, including manufacturing, robotics, healthcare, automation, etc. However,
despite their rapid and sustainable growth during the last few years, the MBSE methods
themselves are quite far away from perfect. There are some current problems, which
resist more rapid penetration of MBSE systems in their development. One of them is
that currently, the majority of MBSE systems are vendor dependent. Though vendor
dependency has been a problem well before the conceptualization of MBSE this problem
is especially actual for the MBSE due to the heterogeneity of the concepts (model, systems
thinking, and systems engineering) that it is based on. Furthermore, currently, there is a
gap between the design of a digital model and a control model of an engineering system.
Currently, this problem is usually solved by involving two or more groups of engineers,
where each of these groups works on their own problems. All this costs companies
additional engineering time and, as a result, development costs. Therefore new, and more
sophisticated approaches for the generation of MBSEs are needed in order to overwhelm
the challenges highlighted above.

In order to narrow the field of study and better concentrate on specific problems,
smart power distribution systems have been chosen as the main research object for this
dissertation. Thus, in this work, the author introduces Model-Integrated Systems Engi-
neering (MISE), as the MBSE sub-discipline. Here and later in this paper, the author
will refer to MISE as the main area of interest. Also, the author uses the term Digital
Twin to refer to the multilayered structure of a complex distributed automation system
consisting of three layers, namely:

– the static machine-readable information about the infrastructure of the smart en-
ergy system,

– the simulation model layer,

– the distributed control layer for the investigated smart energy system.

In general, two new transformation approaches for automatic MISE generation are
discussed in the scope of this dissertation, namely:

1. Transformation of the System Configuration Design (SCD) files of an electric system
(presented in IEC 61850) into the corresponding SIMULINK model.
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2. Transformation of specification files of electronic components into corresponding
OPC UA information model.

All discussed approaches are implemented in the form of a program code that is publicly
available on the Internet.

The IEC 61850 and OPC UA standards are considered key components of the current
dissertation. IEC 61850 is an international standard covering different sides of smart en-
ergy distribution systems including communication protocols for diverse equipment in a
substation, including protection, control, and measurement equipment, as well as intelli-
gent electronic devices (IEDs). Information Modeling OPC UA is a platform-independent
service-oriented architecture that combines the concepts of semantic modeling.

First, the structure of the IEC 61850 standard is discussed, as well as its potential
benefits for the MISE of smart power distribution systems in terms of the automatic
transformation of the information model.

Next, the architecture of the electrical system (the SCD file) of the electrical vehicle
(EV) charging station (CS) is proposed as an example. The aim is to design a mechanism
for the automatic transformation of MISE in two domains, namely:

– Physical model of the electrical system itself,

– Automatically build a communication channel between the digital replica (the
model) of the electrical system and the virtual energy management system (EMS).

Thus, this work aims to contribute to the design and virtual commissioning of Digital
Twin systems, as well as to improve the interoperability between IEC 61850 compliant
systems and electric vehicle charging stations (paper C explains that in more detail).

Finally, by narrowing down the scope of the investigation to one specific electrical de-
vice, a new approach for converting integrated circuit (IC) specification files of an electric
system into an OPC UA information model is discussed. The designed transformation
algorithm is based on the directed graphs theory (paper D explains that in more detail).
The purpose of this work is to highlight and contribute to the problems of the MISE
analysis solutions.

In summary, the work presented in this dissertation raises questions about interoper-
ability between different standards, the problems of converting the IEC 61850 information
model into MISE, verification of the generated MISE compared to the original IEC 61850
information model, and the problems of forming an information model OPC UA.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Introduction

“Statistically speaking, you’re modeling the marriage
your children will have.”

J.S. Felts

This dissertation uses the MISE as a tool for prototyping/design/engineering of the
Digital-Twin (DT) [1] systems. DT is a novel concept born in the Industry 4.0 domain
combining static and dynamic models of automated systems. In particular, DTs are used
for online simulation of complex automated plants and their virtual commissioning [2].
The term digital twin was publicly introduced by Greaves in 2002 at a conference of
the Society of Industrial Engineers in the United States and originally went by different
names until 2010 when John Vickers mentioned the concept of a digital twin with the
name we use today. By its nature, any digital twin model is commonly divided into sub-
types that include: digital twin prototype (DTP), digital twin instance (DTI), and digital
twin aggregate (DTA). The use of a DTP provides the user with the ability to change
the parameters and operating conditions of various components and allows him/her to
observe the reaction of the entire system in real-time. DTI is associated with a specific
physical asset, containing information about it and its history, obtained from sensors. A
DTA is a collection of many DTIs. It helps to collect information that helps to determine
the capabilities of a physical product in various conditions.

There are many benefits of using the digital twin modeling approach. Among them:

• Asset History. The digital twin model is updated periodically to reflect the
current state of real assets. Over time, these past states become the history of the
asset;

• Maintenance strategies. The ability to monitor heterogeneous systems with
digital twins provides additional benefits in terms of planning operational events
and improving maintenance strategies;

• Simulate Future Scenarios. Helps you simulate hundreds of future scenarios to
see how factors such as temperature, battery state of charge, or various operating
conditions affect system performance, etc.

3



4 Thesis Introduction

Despite the advantages, mentioned above, the digital twin concept in each particular
form also possesses several notable problems as mentioned below:

• Design of DT is a time-consuming process. Despite the great computing
power of newer computers, all of the reliable and trustworthy DT models are still
the result of the hard work of many engineers;

• Interoperability between different DT models is not in the best interests
of vendors. With the market dominance by large vendors (e.g., Schneider Electric,
Siemens, ABB, etc.) and the lack of interoperability between models, the risk of
vendor lock-in inside expensive third-party software is very high;

• Design process of DT is not standardized. This problem follows naturally
from the previous problem. Since all large companies want to keep their technolo-
gies secret, therefore, each large company develops its DT separately from others,
carefully hiding all the technical details of the DT environment.

To meet all disadvantages, referenced above, the investigation of the existing electrical
standards has been made. As a result, the author of this thesis found the IEC 61850
standard as potentially suitable for the automatic design of the DT model electrical
system. Among key features of the IEC 61850 are:

• Data Modeling. Primary objects, as well as protection and control capabilities,
are represented as standard logical nodes that can be grouped into different logical
devices;

• Data Storage. The Substation Configuration Language (SCL) is a specification
for storing all the substation’s configured data in a standardized format;

• A catalog of logical objects. All IEC 61850-compliant devices utilize the same
namespaces of objects and functions, making it possible to integrate objects in any
engineering system.

1.1 Problem formulation

Model-Based Systems Engineering is a field that is constantly expanding its practical
and theoretical horizons. DT applications can be found in many areas of human life
including manufacturing, robotics, healthcare, automation, etc. Despite relative success
in many areas [3], the DT design process is still far from a so-called ”plug and play”
system (meaning a highly automated system that does not require much human effort to
use it).

This thesis presents an approach to DT model generation applied in the distributed
energy system (DES) domain. The specificity of an investigated approach lies in the
principle of using standardized definitions and values designed for the electrical system
in general which are used as input data for further model generation of DT of that
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electrical system. In the scope of this thesis, the author will investigate the ability of the
IEC 61850 standard to provide all necessary information for the automated generation
of a DT model of the electrical system. Therefore, the main goal of this work is to
investigate the applicability of IEC 61850 for the automatic model generation of DT
of the electrical system. The specific research questions investigated in this work and
addressed in the form of appended papers are:

• Q1. Can the IEC 61850 standard be applied for automatic DT model generation
of the electrical system? If so, what would be the advantages/disadvantages of the
proposed approach and limitations?

• Q2. How the resulting automatically-generated DT model can be validated?

• Q3. Is there a way for including other standards in the DT model generation
process to extend a possible variety of information about an electrical system?

• Q4. How to automate the process of designing an OPC UA information model?

1.2 Thesis outline

This work is a compilation thesis that consists of two parts: Part I is an extended
overview of the results (kappa) and Part II includes the appended papers. Part I is
organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the reader with the details about the IEC
61850 information model’s structure used in this thesis. Several application domains
(physical and informational) of the DT model are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is
a summary of the appended papers included in Part II. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the
work presented in this thesis and discusses future work. Part II of this thesis includes four
papers: one peer-reviewed paper published in the proceedings of the IEEE International
Conference on Smart Grid Communications (SmartGridComm), and two journal papers
published in the IEEE Open Journal of the Industrial Electronics Society (OJIES). All
papers have been reformatted to match this thesis’ layout.

1.3 Summary of appended papers

This thesis includes one conference paper and two journal papers. The papers are pre-
sented in Part II. This section briefly summarizes the appended papers and presents the
authors’ contributions to each paper. The last part of the section presents the list of
publications that are not included in the thesis.

1.3.1 Paper A

Title: Prototyping a Multi-Protocol Communication for interoperability between OCPP,
OpenADR, and IEC 61850 in Microgrid
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Authors: Nikolai Galkin, Chen-Wei Yang, Yang Gao, Lars Nordström and Valeriy Vy-
atkin
Published in: IEEE International Conference on Smart Grid Communications (Smart-
GridComm), 2021, Aachen, Germany
Summary: In this paper, we present an attempt to enhance the communication control
architecture for a microgrid operation model with a platform enabling interoperability
across several different communication protocols. We illustrate its application through
a use case where different actors utilize different communication protocols to control a
group of flexibility resources. The abstract scenario we modeled implies a request from
the market to change power (P) or reactive power (Q) for a limited duration of time ∆T
which needs to be translated into actions of various smart energy resources, talking the
different protocols.
Author contribution: L. Nordström and V. Vyatkin came up with the initial idea.
N. Galkin and C.-W. Yang have designed the model and assembled an experimental test
bed. Y. Gao has designed a simulation model of an investigated electrical system.

1.3.2 Paper B

Title: On Modelling of Edge Datacentre Microgrid for Participation in Smart Energy
Infrastructures
Authors: Nikolai Galkin, Chen-Wei Yang, Yulia Berezovskaya, Mattias Vesterlund, and
Valeriy Vyatkin
Published in: IEEE Open Journal of the Industrial Electronics Society (OJIES)
Summary: This paper presents a microgrid simulation model modeled after a real
edge datacentre. A case study consumption scenario is presented for the purpose of
validating the developed microgrid model against data traces collected from the green
edge datacentre. Both simulation and real-time validation tests are performed to validate
the accuracy of the datacentre model. Then the model is connected to the automation
environment to be used for online impact estimation and virtual commissioning purposes.
Author contribution: M. Vesterlund and V. Vyatkin proposed the initial idea. N.
Galkin and C.-W. Yang have designed a model of an electrical system and assembled
an experimental test bed. Y. Berezovskaya has designed a simulation model of RISE
datacentre.

1.3.3 Paper C

Title: Automatic Generation of Charging Point’s Digital Twin for Virtual Commission-
ing of their Automation Systems
Authors: Nikolai Galkin, Chen-Wei Yang, and Valeriy Vyatkin
Published in: IEEE Open Journal of the Industrial Electronics Society (OJIES)
Summary: The contribution of the paper is related to A) developing an automated
method of creating digital twins of automated EV charging infrastructure for the pur-
pose of its virtual commissioning, which includes: 1) design of the transformation rules
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for the generation of a simulation model based on the IEC 61850 electrical system spec-
ification, 2) enabling OCPP capabilities into the SIMULINK modeling as an important
part of the control system over the EV CS, 3) prototyping of the software tool proving
the developed auto-generation method. B) increasing the interoperability between IEC
61850 standard-compliant systems and EV charging stations, by investigating and defin-
ing the common points between the aforementioned.
Author contribution: N. Galkin proposed the initial idea, designed a tool for the
automatic generation of the DT model of the EV charging system, and assembled an
experimental test bed. Chen-Wei Yang and Valeriy Vyatkin supervised the experiment
and came up the useful proposals.

1.3.4 Paper D

Title: Automatic Generation of the OPC UA Information Model from an Integrated
Circuit Specification
Authors: Nikolai Galkin
Published in: IEEE Open Journal of the Industrial Electronics Society (OJIES)
Summary: The contribution of the paper is related to A) developing a method of IC’s
datasheet semantic analysis for the purpose of automatic OPC UA generation of an in-
formation model, 2) design and description of rules for transformation of data from the
human-friendly way of representation (usual text) to the standardized, object-oriented
datatypes (like ObjecType, VariableType, DataType and etc) described by the OPC Foun-
dation.
Author contribution: N. Galkin proposed the initial idea, designed a tool for the auto-
matic generation of the OPC UA information model of ICs, and designed an experiment.

1.3.5 List of Publications Not Included in the Thesis

1. N. Galkin and V. Vyatkin, ”SmartGrid technologies for flexible production: Initial
explorations and laboratory case study,” 2018 13th IEEE Conference on Industrial
Electronics and Applications (ICIEA), 2018, pp. 963-968,
doi: 10.1109/ICIEA.2018.8397851.

2. N. Galkin, M. Ruchkin, V. Vyatkin, C. -W. Yang and V. Dubinin, ”Automatic Gen-
eration of Data Centre Digital Twins for Virtual Commissioning of Their Automa-
tion Systems,” in IEEE Access, vol. 11, pp. 4633-4644, 2023, doi: 10.1109/AC-
CESS.2023.3234804.

3. N. Galkin, ”Automatic Generation of an OPC UA Information Model from a
SIMULINK Electrical System Model” (submitted in OJIES, 19 January 2023)
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Chapter 2

Engineering standard as an
information model of the system

“If you want to change your life you have to raise your standards.”
T. Robbins

The first subsection describes recent advances in the use of digital twins as an approach
to modeling and virtual commissioning of control applications designed to operate in
smart power distribution systems. Next, the theoretical background of the IEC 61850
standard is presented in Section 2.2 where the Logical Node’s (LN) structure, as well as
their XML representation, are used as the basis of this work. An overview of the various
standards used to develop the new MISE system is presented in Section 2.3. In addition,
the applicability of the IEC 61850 standard is discussed in Section 2.4. Finally, the
interoperability of IEC 61850 with another well-known IEC 61499 standard for designing
distributed automation control applications is discussed.

2.1 Model-Integrated Engineering System Design Ap-

proaches

A model transformation is ”... the process of changing one model to another model of
the same system.” according to the Model-Driven Engineering handbook [4]. According
to the transformation definition, Kleppe [5] defines a transformation as the automated
creation of a target model from a source model. A transformation definition is a col-
lection of transformation rules that together explain how to change a model from the
source language to the target language. A transformation rule is a description of how
one or more source language constructs can be changed into one or more destination
language constructs. Model-to-model and model-to-text model transformation method-
ologies can be separated at the highest level. A model-to-model transformation generates

9



10 Engineering standard as an information model of the system

its target as a model that complies with the target meta-model, whereas a model-to-text
transformation creates its target as a set of strings. The categories of model-to-model
transformation languages explored in [6] are explained in the sections that follow. By
summarizing this paragraph, 4 information models, and transformation approaches can
be highlighted. Among them:

1. Direct approach. It provides a representation of the underlying model as well
as various Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to alter it. The most com-
mon way to implement it is via an object-oriented framework. Transformation
rules, scheduling, tracing, and other services must be implemented by the designers
(programmers) typically directly in a programming environment.

2. Graphical approach. It uses theoretical research on graph transformations as
a foundation. The source and target models must be provided as graphs when
describing a model transformation through graph transformation. Model trans-
formation through graph transformation entails taking a model’s abstract syntax
graph and transforming it in accordance with predetermined transformation rules.
The target model’s syntax graph is the outcome. Graph transformation rules have
a left-hand-side (LHS) and a right-hand-side (RHS) graph pattern. The model that
is being changed and replaced by the RHS pattern matches the LHS pattern. The
pre-condition of the provided rule is represented by LHR, while the post-conditions
are described by RHS.

3. Rule-based approach. One may define several separate rules using rule-based
techniques. Rules are triggered throughout the execution depending on their guard
rather than directly invoking them as is the case in more conventional languages
[7]. More or less explicit management of such conflicting situations is offered when
more than one rule is fired; for example, in certain languages, a run-time error is
reported. In addition to the benefit of having an implicit matching method, such
techniques allow transformation logic pieces to be included within the rules, which
are discrete units with sharp bounds.

4. Hybrid approach. It incorporates many methods from the aforementioned ap-
proaches.

The automated model-to-model mapping and transformation approach (AMTM) that
was presented by Wang et al. in [8] might aid in model-based EIS integration and interop-
erability by resolving the issue of data interchange and sharing. The primary advantage
of AMTM over other model transformation approaches is that it supports cross-domain
and automatically defines the mappings and transformations. To do this, AMTM uses a
sophisticated meta-model-based model transformation method that combines semantic
and syntactic checking metrics. The method of applying semantic and syntactic checking
(S&S) measurements to the model transformation process is defined in a meta-meta-
model that is developed. The S&S measurements have been carried out using various
methodologies. The Levenshtein distance method [9] and a portion of the Porter stem-
ming algorithm [10] are used to determine the degree of syntactic similarity between
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two words for syntactic inspection. On the foundation of WordNet, a sizable semantic
thesaurus called AMTM ST has been developed for semantic validation.

In the previously mentioned work [11] of Voinov et al. the authors used Lee algo-
rithm [12] for node placement and path routing of connections between the nodes. This
algorithm is based on the breadth-first search (BFS) concept [13], where the algorithm
starts at the structure’s center and moves outward in the form of a wave. It is guaranteed
to determine the shortest path between the two terminals given that an application has
2 terminals. In this work, the pathways between all the equipment items on the HMI
SCADA are calculated using the Lee method.

It is worth noting that in this dissertation the author investigated 2 Digital-Twin
design approaches, namely:

1. Paper A describes direct approach. The program manually implements transforma-
tion rules, planning, tracing, and other services. The general architecture of the
program is discussed.

2. Papers C and D describe rule-based approach where transformation steps are de-
scribed in a form of separate rules.

Paper B describes the design, implementation, and validation process of a specific smart
grid energy model of the datacentre that is related to the digital twin topic in general
but specifically is not related to the topic of model transformation.

2.2 Early works on a combination of MISE and IEC

61850

IEC 61850 defines a set of architectural artifacts designed to structure protection intel-
ligence, monitoring, control, and automation functions. All these are used to create a
comprehensive information model for a formal description of the hierarchy of a physical
device. Figure 2.1 illustrates the hierarchy of the device information model and a brief
description of each hierarchy level is as follows:

– Physical Device: The physical device (can be any Intelligent Electronic Device
(IED)),

– Logical Device: Virtual description of sub-devices within a physical device. It
provides a high-level description of the sub-systems within the device,

– Logical Node: Logical nodes (LN) are the object-orientated model that is defined
and standardized from IEC 61850. LNs are used to describe the physical equipment
and the logical functions of the energy system. For example, XCBR is a logical node
that describes the Circuit Breaker as shown in figure 3. The XCBR class model
describes standardized information of the circuit breaker which includes description,
status, metered values, control, and settings,
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– Data Object: The data object is the data structure that is used to model the
different types of information within an LN. For example, the Control signal Pos
is described by a data structure called DPC (Controllable Double Point),

– Data Attribute: Data attributes are the basic data typing that is used in modeling
the data structure of the Data Object. E.g. the stVal (status value) of the Pos is
of type Enum.

Figure 2.1: Information model of the IEC 61850 standard.

All LNs defined in the IEC 61850 standard have standardized names (like ”XCBR”
for the current breaker for example). Several LNs can form a virtual analog of a physical
electronic device (for example, a bay control unit). It’s called a logical device, and this
can be implemented on a single physical device. It means that IEC 61850 does define the
functionality of the LNs with its data models. But, at the same time, IEC 61850 does
not define how the functionalities of the LNs should be implemented. Instead, IEC 61850
suggests the mechanism of system description called substation configuration language
(SCL) as defined in IEC 61850-6 [14]. A complete SCL file (the substation configuration
description (SCD) file) contains all LNs and the communication links between them. The
SCD file includes also the topology of the electrical system (breakers, transformers, lines
between them, etc.).

Higgins et al. [15] have proposed the engineering process bridging the IEC 61850
model with object-oriented and decentralized executable automation architecture, aiming
at reducing engineering and re-engineering efforts, especially related to software. These
authors, one of the first came up with a conceptual idea of implementing IEC 61850
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LNs and logical devices using IEC 61499 functional blocks (FBs). This idea had been
initiated as the result of the IEC 61850 standard analysis where the authors found a lack
of functionality. They found that IEC 61850 does not standardize the representation of
combinatorial, sequential, rule-based (or any other form of) power system control, and
automation logic, e.g., the interlocking logic for determining whether a control operation
(open EnaOpn = TRUE or close EnaCls = TRUE of a switch) can be performed or not.

The last part of the paper deals with the distribution of the distributed electrical
system and the generation of a control algorithm for that system (implemented as FBs).
Each piece of physical equipment is represented by a FB in the FB diagram. These blocks
are internally organized following the model view controller design pattern. Some, like
the circuit breaker, encapsulate their own controller along with model and view, others,
corresponding to simple objects (like a piece of wire), are represented only by model and
view. As a result, the obtained IEC 61499-based system is a decentralized application
for control of the distributed electrical system.

2.3 Different standards as a basis for heterogeneous

MISE design

Regarding the control system implementation over the model, the ideas of Higgins et al.
[15], mentioned in the previous subsection, were further evolved by Andren et al. [16]
who presented the data transformation principles from the IEC 61850 design of the elec-
trical system into the IEC 61499 control system. They analyzed both IEC 61850 and
IEC 61499 models of data representation and designed the transformation rules from
one standard to another. They presented a model-driven engineering approach for the
design and development of Smart Grid automation applications practically implemented
in a tool for automatic generation and deployment of control applications based on IEC
61850 descriptions. Moreover, the distributed automation architecture of IEC 61499 was
found very much compatible with the object-oriented approach of IEC 61850 paving the
way to the automatic generation of executable artifacts from the static descriptions in
IEC 61850, as it was investigated in works [17]. Here the fact of interoperability between
the information models of the IEC 61850 and IEC 61499 standards has been proven
through the design of an algorithm that uses the SCD file of an electrical system for the
generation of the IEC 61499 control application over the distributed electrical system.

IEC 61850 is not the only standard used in electrical systems’ automation. IEC
61970-301 and IEC 61968-11 are collectively known as the Common Information Model
(CIM) for power systems and focus on the needs of electricity transmission, energy man-
agement systems, Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA), planning, and
optimization. Though CIM is not fully compatible with the IEC 61850 specification on
the electrical system, Lee et al. [18] propose a solution for unifying these instruments.

Electrical cars and their system of management - it is another trend that maintains
a sustainable growth of the interest in the design of MISE. Morab et al. [19] propose
the model of a 22kW charging unit and EV’s battery management system using the IEC
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61851-1 protocol which specifies the information exchange between a charging point and
an EV. Additionally, IEC 63110 is a standard developed by the JWG11 of IEC Technical
Committee TC69. Initiated by France, Germany, and Italy and started in November 2017
is another booming standard in the electrical field [20]. The IEC 63110 standard rep-
resents a competitor communication protocol technology to OCPP [21]. The protocols
are similar, but there are many more open-source OCPP implementations and openly
available applications [22] available, while none of IEC 63110 were found which explains
the authors’ preference for OCPP.

OPC UA is a relatively young but at the same time very promising type of com-
munication protocol, gaining popularity in the automation area. The simplicity of the
information model is one of the biggest advantages of that protocol [23]. Another benefit
is that its information model can be populated and engaged with other communication
protocols which were established previously. In this way, different information mapping
techniques are already known today, among them manual (or direct) mapping (presented
by S. Cavalieri et al. in [24]), and ontology formulation mapping (presented by A. In-
galalli et al. in [25] ). The difference in both [24] and [25] against the current work is the
lack of generation of the electric system model which is considered a key feature of the
current work.

IEC 61970 and IEC 61850 are widely used in power industry automation. But, be-
cause these two standards define data models and interfaces respectively, the resulting
models are not uniform. Ling et al. [26] propose two aspects of the differences: the data
model and the service model. IEC 61970 defines the capabilities of the information model
and is widely used for enterprise integration.

2.4 Applicability of the IEC 61850 standard to MISE

As previously mentioned, every MISE can be initially divided into 2 parts, namely:

1. simulation model,

2. control system over the model.

Regarding the first topic, there are different types of electrical systems where the MISE
is being researched, namely:

– edge datacenter’s modeling,

– green-energy generators’ integration into the common Smart Energy Distribution
system,

– electric cars and their infrastructure.

As such, the following architectural diagram (see Figure 2.2) describing the MISE in
the context of this work and how it ties together IEC 61499, IEC 61850, OCPP, and OPC
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Figure 2.2: Architectural diagram describing the relationship of MISE and IEC 61850, IEC
61499, OCPP, OPC UA.

UA is presented. The architecture and its application to specific use cases are explained
in more detail in paper C and paper 2 of Section 1.3.5.

Edge datacenter [27] is a small-scale datacenter situated close to the end-user that
serves to reduce latency and improve customer experience. The standard was found
suitable for application in the datacenter’s domain despite it was initially designed for
substation’s automation management. Confirming this finding, ABB in review [28], em-
phasized the practical benefits of applying IEC 61850 in the field of datacenter power
management. A method to operate a datacenter with renewable energy that minimizes
its dependence on grid power while minimizing capital cost was introduced by Arlitt et al.
[29]. It was achieved by integrating datacenter demand with the availability of resource
supplies during operation. One of the possible contributions here is the possibility to use
some newly designed methods to operate a datacenter with renewable energy and apply
it to the virtual datacenter’s model. Pelley et al. [30] expands the focus of modeling,
which aims to model the power consumption of the whole datacenter. The presented
model includes the interactions between the utility power, the cooling units, and the
server racks. However, the model does not provide enough insights into the datacenter’s
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operating states.
Regarding the green-energy generators, an approach for the energy management of

a smart building based on SCADA systems was proposed by M. Kermani et al. [31]. In
that work, the main target is the smart buildings with several types of load (critical, es-
sential, and normal). The paper focuses on a control strategy and minimizing the power
exchange with the main grid.

A new approach of IEC 61850-based communication modeling of EV charge-discharge
management for maximum PV generation was made by Ustun et al. [32]. To boost PV
generation, this article proposes a communication infrastructure for a smart EV charge-
discharge algorithm. This scheme’s components are completely modeled by the IEC
61850 communication standard. Given the variety of EV, PV, and smart meter man-
ufacturers and models, this is critical for the effective deployment of such automation
schemes. Additionally, the fact of IEC 61850 usability in modeling battery-related elec-
tric systems was proved by Ustun et al. [33] where the model of Distributed Energy
Sources (DERs) was designed, and the developed IEC 61850 information model was uti-
lized as the communication mechanism for realizing power management inside the model.

2.5 IEC 61850 and IEC 61499 information models

The ability to use IEC 61850 information model described as an XML file to generate
the IEC 61499-based information model (also presented as by XML file structure) is
studied by Voinov et. al. [11]. The authors show that, despite the inherent peculiarities
and differences between IEC 61850 and IEC 61499, their information models are similar
from a conventional pattern-compatibility point of view. The motivation for harmonizing
IEC 61850 and IEC 61499 presented in [15] is to make automation software development
more efficient, and there are existing research papers demonstrating the validity of this
methodology. In this work, two problems are solved. The first was to automatically
create IEC 61850 equipment items using Composite Automation Type FB (or CAT)
types based on the Model View Controller (MVC) design pattern. The second task was
to automatically generate a complete Human Machine Interface (HMI) canvas from the
IEC 61850 SCL description. The SCL description was first modeled as a graph. Then
the location of individual equipment elements relative to the HMI web was calculated.
The extended Lee algorithm was then applied to determine the paths and types of paths
needed between pieces of equipment. The last step was to create an FB application with
the corresponding HMI canvas based on the results of the previous two steps. The auto-
generator tool developed from this work significantly reduces the time spent developing
HMI applications and eliminates the impact of human error.



Chapter 3

Applications of Model-Integrated
Engineering Systems

Electrical energy consumption is growing rapidly. As such, new, reliable, and fully
automated solutions need to be deployed to meet the balance between the producers
and consumers of electric energy. In this work, two different systems, which are highly
dependent on electrical energy are investigated. They are, namely:

1. edge datacenters, consuming over 3% (or approx. 370 TW) of today’s generated
electrical energy [34],

2. electrical vehicles, which building is supported by the EU governments and also
by other developing countries. For example, as it is stated in [35] the European
Commission’s initial proposal for the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive
(AFID) included a minimum number of charging points in each Member State and
a total of 800 000 across the EU by 2020.

This chapter presents one of the most well-known approaches and methods for automated
control of a distributed electrical system. These methods and applications are directly
related to the future development of this thesis. Papers in Part II of this thesis deal
with these two different electrical systems, described above. The inclusion of techniques
allowing to process of data and automating the process of design of sophisticated control
applications will help to increase the process of design and adaptation of new innovation
ideas.

3.1 Design of Datacentre Electrical Model

Edge datacenter [27] is a small-scale datacenter situated close to the end-user that serves
to reduce latency and improve customer experience. The energy grid is used by tra-
ditional datacenters, which also have backup energy sources like diesel generators and

17
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uninterruptible power supplies (UPS). Datacenters could become prosumers (i.e., an en-
tity that is capable of producing and consuming power) and play a more significant role
in the energy community with the development of green datacenters and the integration
of renewable energy resources (e.g., photovoltaics or PVs) in the datacenter microgrid
for the following reasons.

Firstly, datacenters are frequently located close to residential areas, which can present
both possibilities and difficulties for society as a whole in reaching greater levels of energy
efficiency. Reusing leftover heat for district heating and utilizing pooled renewable gener-
ating and energy reserve facilities are two ways to bring together datacenters, residential
and commercial energy consumers, and datacenters. To put this interaction into practice,
solutions for closer integration of datacenter control and automation with residential and
commercial energy management systems must be developed.

Secondly, renewable resources currently operate in a “fit and forget” approach, where
the renewables are added to the current infrastructure rather than integrated. Typically,
they do not play a significant role in the energy distribution process where the main
provider of electrical energy controls both the generation and consumption levels in order
to continuously keep the balance between them and maintain the optimal operating
parameters of the electrical network (like 220V/50Hz). According to the Smart Grid
vision, where the prosumer plays an active role in the electricity ecosystem, renewables
must be used more than now.

Lastly, the fact that datacenters may be very variable loads also makes them a good
candidate for demand response. Without changing the way the burden of the data-
center’s information technology (IT) is managed (i.e., by temperature adjustment and
other building management measures), for instance, 5% of the load may be reduced in
5 minutes, and 10% in 15 minutes according to Wierman et al. [36]. Additionally, UPS
systems which normally have surplus energy capacity and can help with grid balancing
are frequently installed in datacenters.

Towards this end, firstly, it is worth mentioning works on modeling datacenters’ be-
havior. Vesterlund et al. present comprehensive modeling of the datacenter in [37]. By
analyzing a structure of an existing datacenter, they defined the list of most important
parameters (Table 1 in [37]). Then they are using mathematical equations to model the
physical characteristics of the datacenter. That makes the model fast and sufficiently
precise (the calculation error is around 3.4 – 5.2%).

There are existing research works, which aim to model different aspects of datacenters.
For example, Tran et al. [38] have developed a simulation tool called Datacenter Workload
Energy Simulation tool (DCWES) which estimates the power consumption of the IT and
the cooling system. However, it is unclear how scalable the simulation model is. Besides,
the DCWES does not consider the microgrid aspect of the datacenter.

Modelling of the datacenter’s racks, pumps, and chillers consumption was provided
by Mousavi et al. [39] and Berezovskaya et al. [40]. A datacenter toolbox presented in
the latter article focuses on the modularity of the model, which can be used to construct
a model of a datacenter of any size. The toolbox allows the creation of scalable server
models that accounts for CPU consumption and server fan cooling. Similar functions
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but another approach for modeling of datacenter’s cooling system is provided by Siltala
et al. [41]. Here, the thermodynamic system was modeled in two different ways. The
first is traditional (by using thermodynamics equations and laws). The second way is
using the neural network capabilities for the calculation of the current results and for the
prediction of future values.

A fundamentally different approach to calculating the optimal amount of power flow
between the datacentre grid and green energy resources was proposed by R. Rahmani et
al. [42]. In that work, the authors propose a new optimization model based on a radial
motion optimization algorithm, in which the trade-off between greenhouse gas emissions
and cost was a priority factor for research.

An approach for the energy management of a smart building based on SCADA systems
was proposed by M. Kermani et al. [31]. In that work, the main target is the smart
buildings with several types of load (critical, essential, and normal). The paper focuses
on a control strategy and minimizing the power exchange with the main grid. The
Modbus and Konnex serial protocol standards were used for communication between the
control nodes. While some of these techniques could be used in the edge datacenter
context, there are substantial differences between the two domains. From a modeling
perspective, one can think of an edge datacenter as a large collection of small, identical
hardware components, while the smart building architecture is more heterogeneous. From
an economic point of view, edge datacenters are bound by strict contractual obligations
with their customers. For them, reliability, availability, and low-cost energy sources are
critical factors in their operation. Besides, the Matlab model mentioned in [31] is not
publicly available.

Pelley et al. [30] expand the focus of modeling, which aims to model the power
consumption of the whole datacenter. The presented model includes the interactions
between the utility power, the cooling units, and the server racks. However, the model
does not provide enough insights into the datacenter’s operating states.

Zhabelova et al. [43] take this concept a step further by also incorporating the con-
sumption down to the CPU level. In addition, Zhabelova’s model allows for the simulation
of the datacenter static operating states under various conditions.

A method to operate a datacenter with renewable energy that minimizes its depen-
dence on grid power while minimizing capital cost was introduced by Arlitt et al. [29].
One of the possible contributions here is the possibility to use some newly designed meth-
ods to operate a datacenter with renewable energy and apply it to the virtual datacenter’s
model.

3.2 Design of Electric Model of Charging Stations

for Electric Vehicles

Together with the development of the Digital Twins and with an understanding of the
potential powerfulness of such tools a new approach of IEC 61850-based communication
modeling of EV charge-discharge management for maximum PV generation was made
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by Ustun et al. [44]. To boost PV generation, this article proposes a communication
infrastructure for a smart EV charge-discharge algorithm. This scheme’s components
are completely modeled by the IEC 61850 communication standard. Given the variety
of EV, PV, and smart meter manufacturers and models, this is critical for the effective
deployment of such automation schemes.

Lately, in 2020, Aftab et al. [45] promoted ideas of [44] even further, considering
the carbon footprint and damping the negative effect of EVs influence on the main
utility grid while their charging to achieve higher efficiency of renewable energy sources
participating in supporting the global balance in the Energy Market. They highlight the
fact that technology-agnostic, common communication is required to handle all EVs with
various chargers.

Chaudhari et al. [46] thinks that in many cases, the models do not consider factors
related to the social characteristics of EV drivers. Other studies do not emphasize eco-
nomic elements. This paper aims at evaluating the effects of the above factors on EV
charging demand using a simulation model. An agent-based approach using NetLogo
(using the NetLogo software package [47]) is employed in this paper to closely mimic the
human aggregate behavior and its influence on the load demand due to the charging of
EVs. The simulations were carried out for a 24-h period over several days. Individual
and total power demands were determined for various scenarios to enable further analysis
in real-world situations.

The Distributed Electric Vehicle Charging Stations (D-EVCSs) and remote photo-
voltaic (PV) farms, both of which are controlled by a private business, are the subject of
a new mathematical formulation for optimal operation scheduling presented by Taweel
et al. [48]. The suggested concept is designed to maximize the profit of the D-EVCSs
private investor through the most efficient coordination and pricing of electric vehicle
(EV) charging. The proposed pricing structure attempts to generate the anticipated
return for the private investor while ensuring a reasonable cost of charging for EVs to
satisfy EV owners. According to numerical analyses, the devised algorithm lowers the
cost of charging EVs by 38.6% when the D-EVCSs and the remote PV farm are operated
by different businesses. The coordination of EV charging operation with the available
traded PV energy is responsible for 28.5% of the 38.6% drop in EV charging prices.

In order to better understand how EV drivers react to the battery charge level when
determining whether to charge or disconnect at a charging station, Fotouhi et al. in [49]
introduces a stochastic model. Using real-field EV data collected from a significant North
American campus network and a portion of London’s urban area, the suggested model is
utilized in two case studies to describe the subsequent collective behavior of EV drivers
in a community. As a result, the proposed model makes it easier to analyze the current
level of congestion and forecast the number of CPs needed to ensure a certain level of
service quality in CSs as the number of EVs rises in the future.



Chapter 4

Model-Integrated Engineering of
Smart Energy Distribution Systems

This chapter provides an overview of the results described in detail in the papers
included in the second part of the thesis.

4.1 Paper A: Prototyping a Multi-Protocol Commu-

nication for interoperability between OCPP, Ope-

nADR and IEC 61850 in Microgrid

Paper A demonstrates a semantic canvas needs to control the information contained
both in the market bids and operational commands. This canvas wraps the market
requests and the parameters of the market bids into a unified information layer usable by
the aggregator to communicate with the heterogenous resources under its control. This
challenge involves abstracting the information provided by heterogonous resources via
several different communication protocols and information models like IEC 61850 [50],
Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) [51], Automated Demand Response (OpenADR)
[52] and providing a consistent response to the market actor using its protocol (e.g.,
IEC 62325-451 [53]) during the bidding and clearance stage, and some protocol during
the operational stage (e.g., IEC 60870-5-104 [54]). Therefore, the definition of common
objects and functions for OCPP, OpenADR, and IEC 61850 has been implemented as
part of ongoing work. For this purpose, a simple unified data format is proposed, as
presented in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Data structure of proposed multi-communication system approach.
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The data structure is as follows:
1) The protocol used,
2) The protocol command,
3) The variable name,
4) The variable value.
By using this approach, data can be transmitted from one device, which is using, for
example, OCPP to another device, which is using IEC 61850.

To validate the proposed communication approach and, at the same time, make the
test scenario as close to a real case as possible, the real-time simulator OPAL-RT was
used to run a small-scale electrical model of a power system. This model depicted in
Figure 4.2 consists of one power source and three electrical consumers. Every branch is
equipped with a circuit breaker to control the amount of produced electrical power and
sensors (current and voltage) to measure that amount of power.

Figure 4.2: Data structure of proposed multi-communication system approach.

Since the energy model is distributed, the control device, which is physically con-
nected to every node of the electrical energy system is also distributed. In this study,
control devices of the energy system nodes have been represented with BeagleBone micro-
controllers. The BeagleBone allows to run Python scripts and communicate with other
systems through the wide selection of different communication protocols, starting from
GPIO to UDP and TCP/IP.

The overall architecture is shown in Figure 4.3. The application is further divided
into 4 parts, where:

- App#1 : Windows form application with a human-machine interface (buttons, text
boxes, checkboxes, etc.);

- App#2 – App#4 : Background applications implementing conversion from UDP to
OCPP, OpenADR, and IEC 61850 accordingly, to connect App#1 with external systems.

The model of the electrical system in Figure 4.2 is executed with a period of 30
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Figure 4.3: Hardware structure of the multi-communication system.

seconds is the lowest for the “61850 power profile”, according to a scenario in Figure 4.4.
During this time, the power consumption will be changed from 0 to 6kW and back as
shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Event diagram of the multi-communication system.

As a result, the designed microgrid model controlled by three different types of agents
(communicating via OCPP, OpenADR and IEC61850) was tested.
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4.2 Paper B: On Modelling of Edge Datacentre Mi-

crogrid for Participation in Smart Energy Infras-

tructures

This article dives more deeply into the details of the distributed energy system simulation.
The model of edge datacentre [27] has been chosen for analysis. Edge datacentre is a
small-scale datacentre situated close to the end-user that serves to reduce latency and
improve customer experience. The edge datacentre model has been designed because
these kinds of datacentres are suitable for demand-response since they can be extremely
flexible loads. For example, 5% load can be shed in 5 minutes and 10% can be shed in 15
minutes without changes to how the datacentre Information Technology (IT) workload
(i.e., the consumption of the datacentre) is handled (i.e., via temperature adjustment
and other building management approaches) [36]. In addition, datacentres are usually
equipped with UPS systems, which typically have excess energy capacity and can be
beneficial in balancing the electricity grid.

The microgrid model is based on the edge datacentre that is operational at the RISE
SICS ICE datacentres research center [55] (a partner in the SONDER project) in Lule̊a,
Sweden, and its structure is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 4.5: Edge datacentre at SICS ICE research facility.

The edge datacentre is structured in the following way:

1. The datacentre’s servers are in the module Box. It consists of Central Processing
Units (CPUs), organized in racks, with server fans performing the cooling of CPUs.

2. In terms of the power supply, the edge datacentre is powered by the central grid
and the PV with a peak power of about 10kW (poly-crystalline solar panels, 40
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pcs., 250W@24V). The UPS (shown as a battery) is utilized as a backup power
source (Lithium-ion batteries, 20 pcs., 12V@100Ah).

3. The cooling of the servers is achieved primarily by the Computer Room Air Handler
(CRAH) units [56], with thermal storage as a backup cooling supply.

4. A centralized controller, which coordinates the operation of all these modular dat-
acentre’s components.

The scope of the modeled edge datacentre is restricted to the UPS, the PV, the grid, and
the IT-load consumption as shown in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Simulink implementation of the datacentre microgrid.

The solar panels of the edge datacentres have a maximum capacity of 10kW and are
equipped with boosting voltage block (which is boost the voltage level to 300V - 400V).
The total power produced by the solar panels can be calculated as [57] in (4.1):

Pout(t) = P irrad(t)Sµ (4.1)

For this model, the most used solar panel type for industrial purposes with maximum
output power equal 300W, surface area – 1.7m2, and µ = 15% was taken as an example.

The UPS battery storage of the edge datacentre has a maximum capacity of 30kWhs
and consists of serial and parallel connection of Li-ion (Lithium Ion) battery. The power
capacity can be calculated similarly to [58] in (4.2):




W = C0U0;

C0 = C1 + Cn;

U0 = U1 + Um;

. (4.2)

The main purpose of the “Battery Plant” block is to store excess energy. The charge
and discharge cycle of the battery presented in [59] is described in (4.3).

{
PDISCH = CBATUBAT − CBAT

TDISCH
RBAT ;

PCHRG = CBATUSRC − CBAT

TCHRG
RBAT ;

. (4.3)
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According to the Swedish Energy Agency [60], the top three sources of energy produc-
tion are hydro, nuclear, and wind. They all are synchronous generators with controllable
amplitude, phase, and the frequency of AC current, which parameters can be described
as in [61], shown in (4.4):




PGEN(t) = mU(t)I(t)cosφ(t)− CBAT

TDISCH
RBAT ;

n(t) = 60f(t)
Npoles

;

Mn(t) =
PGEN (t)60

2πn(t)
;

. (4.4)

During the work of the generator, Mn(t) should not be more than its maximum value
as per (4.5):

Mn(t) < Mmax(t); (4.5)

Modelling the power consumption of the IT sub-system needs looking at the consump-
tion at the server level. The main consumers here are CPUs and server fans. According
to [62] the CPU power consumption can be estimated by a linear function of the CPU
utilization (4.6). The server fan power consumption is modeled by a cubic function of
the fan’s rotation speed (4.7) based on the well-known fan affinity law.

PCPU = Pidle + (Pmax − Pidle)Util; (4.6)

P = Pmax(
RPM

RPMMAX

)3; (4.7)

The model was validated with both software-in-the-loop (SiL) and hardware-in-the-
loop (HiL). In the software-in-the-loop (SiL) validation, the edge simulation model (de-
scribed in Part IV of Paper B) was tested under simulation in Matlab Simulink and the
IEC 61499 simulator NxtStudio on the PC. In the HiL validation, the same model was
simulated in the real-time simulator OPAL-RT [63] connected in a loop with a real pro-
grammable logic controller (PLC). OPAL-RT and PLCs were connected physically with
analog I/Os (to transfer simulation data to the PLC) and digital I/ Os (to actuate the
circuit breakers in the model).

The simulation results ( presented in Figures 16- 18 of Paper B, pages 87- 88)
clearly demonstrate the advantages of the developed model, but at the same highlight
some limitations. For example, the small error gap between the estimated and real data
(0,1-5,2%), along with the fast feedback response of the designed model (¡ 10 seconds for
Figures 16- 18 in Paper B, pages 87- 88) proves the model’s usability. But the relatively
high noise (thick red areas) in Figures 16 (page 87) and 18 (page 88) highlights defi-
ciencies of the control algorithm, used to convert the correlate closely with the real data,
although there is a ramp direct current generated by the battery and solar inverters to
the alternating current: the control algorithm cannot identify the stable point for regu-
lation of power making it “swing” near the optimal regulation point, alternately being in
the mode of under- and over-regulation. “Grid” simulation result (Figure 17, page 88)
is clear from noises because it doesn’t include an inverter (“Grid” is already related to
the alternating current type of source). The imperfection of the control algorithm for the
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inverter applies limitations related to the dynamics of the power transfer between blocks
in the model. The practical applicability range of the model is limited to the difference
between minimum and maximum produced and consumed power to not exceed 3-4kW
for 10-20 seconds intervals.

In comparison with simulation results achieved in the software-in-the-loop simula-
tion, the difference between the accuracy of calculated results is up to 10% worse than
simulation results, obtained during the hardware-in-the-loop simulation. These results
were achieved partly because of the simulated model complexity and because the speed
of simulation has been increased more than 1000 times to keep the real-time simulation
characteristics. ARTEMIS capabilities, provided by OPAL-RT, are used here as an in-
strument for the acceleration of real-time simulation. This acceleration is achieved by
an enhanced engine driver which estimates the calculation load and uses an optimal cal-
culation method for different moments of time. It means that during the time, when
the calculation load will be bigger than some limit (depending on hardware and software
versions of OPAL-RT and ARTEMIS) the ARTEMIS engine activates the approximation
algorithms to keep the calculations’ speed on the same level. Because of that, the big
error between the calculated results and real data can be detected (especially in Figure
23 of Paper B, page 92).

4.3 Paper C: Automatic Generation of Charging

Point’s Digital Twin for Virtual Commissioning

of their Automation Systems

This article presents contributions in two domains:

1. Design of the model of the electrical system (particularly, a charging station).

2. Design of a tool, which is capable of automatically generating the control applica-
tion over the designed electrical system.

As a result of this work, the designed tool builds a Digital Twin of the charging station
that consists of its SIMULINK model as well as two automatically generated communi-
cation code primitives using the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) for control and
management purposes over the auto-generated model. The generated Digital Twin can
be used for virtual commissioning purposes.

As an input data for our experiment the electrical scheme presented in Figure 4.7 has
been chosen and it consists of one main electrical source “VTR0” of AC type (alternate
current), 1 main current sensor “CT10” and 3 branches. Each branch consists of AC/DC
converter “D1x”, the current breaker “CB1x” and “CAB1x” representing power losses in
the cable from CP to EV.

The suggested engineering framework’s goal is displayed in the form of the “Auto
generation tool” presented in Figure 4.8, which takes an SCD file (the electrical system
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description) as an input and generates a simulation model of a charging station as well
as a communication tool (server/client) for its (presented in Figure 4.8 as “Electrical
Model of the CP”, “CMS application” and “CP application” respectively).

Figure 4.7: Electrical scheme of designed charging point system.

Figure 4.8: Structure of proposed engineering framework.
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To implement the engineering framework depicted above, the transformation mapping
table has been designed (see Table 4.1)

Table 4.1: Transformation mapping table IEC61850 -
MATLAB/SIMULINK

IEC 61850 object (see scheme in Figure 3 for reference)
SIMULINK object

Scheme designation IEC61850 designation Graphical view

VTR0 VTR

CT0 CTR

D0-D2 CON

CB-CB2 CBR

CAB0-CAB2 CAB

One of the issues with converting IEC61850 objects into MATLAB/SIMULINK ob-
jects is the lack of apparent identification of IEC61850 object connections, which MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK objects have. As a result, the following rules were created to convert
an IEC61850 object into a MATLAB/SIMULINK object (see Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2: List of transformation rules

N Description

1
The maximum number of connection sides for ALL IEC 61850
and MATLAB/SIMULINK objects is 2 (LEFT and RIGHT)

2
ONE connection line in IEC 61850 results is EQUAL TO 1, 2, or 3
MATLAB/SIMULINK connection lines (depends on the MATLAB object type)

3
The contact numbering of SIMULINK and IEC 61850 objects
as this: LEFT-TOP contact is the FIRST, the RIGHT-BUTTOM is the LAST

4 ONLY TWO objects are connected by a connection link.

5
IF 3 OR MORE IEC 6150 objects are linked, the ”primary” object,
which is directly connected to all other objects (so-called ”star” topology),
will be THE FIRST item having that common communication line.

6
The number of MATLAB/SIMULINK connection wires between two objects
IS EQUAL TO THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF PORTS of 2 interconnected
objects.

The approach for auto-generation of the CP and CMS scripts is easier than in the
case of the SIMULINK script because there is no need to worry about interconnections
between the objects. The schematic representation of that idea, where the IEC61850
stack is presented only from 2 objects (“XCBR” and “TVTR”), is presented in Figure
4.9.

Figure 4.9: Generation flow of the CMS and CP scripts from the IEC61850 stack.
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The resulting MATLAB/SIMULINK model, generated from the scheme is presented
in Figure 4.10

Figure 4.10: Auto-generated SIMULINK model view.

The advantages of the presented work are as follows:

1. Compatibility with IEC 61850 standard output files. The designed approach is
compatible with the SCD file of the IEC 61850 standard. It makes it possible to
use the output files of the IEC 61850-compatible tool (Helinks designer in the case
of this study) as the input files for another application (designed in this work).

2. Reuse of design files. Design files reuse helps reduce development time on the
Digital Twin model of the charging system.

3. Compatibility with OCPP and (potentially) with the IEC 63110. The auto-generated
code for the OCPP communication can potentially be compatible with protocol IEC
63110 without additional changes (to be proved in future work).

The limitations include:

1. The number of supported IEC61850 objects is limited. At this stage, only a subset
of objects existing in the IEC 61850 library (only those presented in Table 2) is
supported

2. Not all IEC 61850 objects can be unambiguously transformed into SIMULINK
objects. Most of the SIMULINK components have so-called polarity (when the
object has input and output pads) but this information is not specified in the IEC
61850, therefore there is a risk of auto-generation of the SIMULINK model which
is not possible to simulate at all, or the simulation results will be incorrect. To
minimize the risk of creating a new model incorrectly, the operator still needs to
visually check the SIMULINK model itself and manually correct the model in case
of inconsistencies.
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3. Limitation of IEC 61850 components library. Even though the IEC 61850 library
has all the most important components for the design of a simple charging station
mode, its amount is still not sufficient even for a more or less complicated project.
Currently, the IEC 61850 has 91 logical nodes, divided into 13 logical groups. There-
fore, the development of the IEC 61850 components’ library is a vital condition for
the further development of the approach presented in this paper.

4.4 Paper D: Automatic Generation of the OPC UA

Information Model from an Integrated Circuit

Specification

In this paper, the author wants to demonstrate an approach to the semantic analysis of
an IC datasheet and the generation of an Extensible Markup Language (or XML) [64] file
from it with an OCP UA information model. For testing and demonstration purposes,
the developed approach was encapsulated in a special software tool, the source code of
which is publicly available on GitHub1. To reflect the main idea while reducing the size
of the article, only specifications provided by Texas Instruments will be used. At the end
of this work, the author aims to demonstrate that the proposed approach can be used
for the automatic generation of the non-hierarchical information model (see Figure 2) or
as an intermediate step for the automatic generation of ”Leafs” (or End Nodes) of the
hierarchical information model.

Figure 4.11: An example of a non-hierarchical OPC UA information model for a hardware
device.

1https://github.com/mrv-king/datasheet2opcua
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The contribution of this paper is as follows:

1. developing a method of IC’s datasheet semantic analysis for the purpose of auto-
matic OPC UA generation of an information model.

2. design and description of rules for transformation of data from the human-friendly
way of representation (usual text) to the standardized, object-oriented datatypes
(like ObjecType, VariableType, DataType and etc) described by the OPC Founda-
tion.

The purpose of the proposed engineering framework is to automate the development
of OPC UA information models. Therefore, in this and all subsequent sections of this
work, the author is going to appeal to the OPC UA IM design tool (see Figure 5) as the
main outcome of this work. The developed tool is based on the principles detailed in
Section 6. It takes PDF data tables as input and produces an XML file as a result. That
XML file represents the non-hierarchical OPC UA information model of two levels where
the top level represents the device itself and the low level consists of different nodes (their
number depends on the number of datasheets).

Figure 4.12: Structure of proposed engineering framework.

It is worth noting that the author considered only the characteristics of the IC man-
ufactured by Texas Instruments. This was done to reduce the size of the article and
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does not mean that the results of this work cannot be extended in the same way to IC
specifications provided by other vendors.

In the scope of this work, the author will operate with the following system of notation

Table 4.3: Symbolic designations of variables used in equations (2) - (9) and their description.

Symbol Data Type Description
p Integer Datasheet page index
w Integer Word index of the specific line
A[p][w] List of Strings The text of the datasheet is presented as a two-dimensional

list consisting of several pages, and a certain number of
words on each page.

Id List of Strings The text of the datasheet is compared with this predefined
one-dimensional list of interfaces (like i2c, spi, smbus, etc.).

Td List of Strings The text of the datasheet is compared with this predefined
one-dimensional list of IC types (like, voltage sensor, cur-
rent sensor, etc.).

Texas Instruments has designed its datasheets in a standardized way. The first page
of all datasheets has always a title that starts with the IC’s name. In addition, the first
sentence of the Description section in all datasheets (always the first page, i.e. p = 1 )
begins with the definite article The followed by the name of the IC.

If we consider f(p,w) as a function that returns the index of the IC name on page 1
of the specification, then

n =

maxA[1]∑
w=1

f(1, w) =

=

{
x,A[1] ∈ ”description” ∧ ”The”,

0, A[1] /∈ ”description” ∧ ”The”,

(4.8)

Where maxA[1] represents the number of words on page 1 of the specification and
x is - desired index value of the word, describing the IC name. (2) returns a vector of
indexes x of the words that go after the definite article The and which page consists of
the word Description. From that vector, only the first item is taken. Thus, A[n[1]] is the
desired IC name.

To determine the list of interfaces supported by the IC, a TF-IDF is used. To increase
the speed of the search algorithm, only the first 2/3 of the data table is analyzed since it
was noticed that the last 1/3 of the data table describes Packaging Material Information,
Outline Packing and Board Layout, which is of no interest.

Therefore, if we consider f(Id,p,w) as a function that searches an array of words Id in
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the first 2/3 of document A and that returns the list of founded common words, then

Xi =

2
3maxA∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(Id, p, w) =

{
i, A[p][w] ∈ Id,

0, A[p][w] /∈ Id,
(4.9)

Where 2/3maxA is equal to 2/3·maximum number of pages in specification, maxA[p] is
equal to the maximum number of words on each of these pages and i - found interface
name. Each found instance is added to the Xi array.

If no interface was found in the analyzed datasheet (i.g. size(Xi) = 0 ), then IC has
only an analog output. Otherwise, if we consider the function g(Xi, i), which returns
words whose number of occurrences in the list Xi is greater than 2, then

Xj =

maxXi∑
j=1

g(Xi, j) =

{
j, count(Xi, j) � 2,

0, count(Xi, j) < 2,
(4.10)

As a result, the Xj list will consist of interface names related to the IC under study.
Information about the number of outputs of the IC is needed to make an initial

guess about the possible number of output signals that the IC can potentially have.
Indeed, if one IC is a sensor, that has only three pins, and no interfaces, then it has
only one output channel because the other two pins should be connected to the power
source (most commonly notated as V+ and GND). Otherwise, if some IC supports any
communication interface, then it can potentially contain any amount of information.
From the Texas Instruments documentation, the number of pins can be obtained from
the Package Materials Information section, from the table column, which always has the
heading Pins).

It is relatively straightforward to identify the IC type if an IC supports no communi-
cation interfaces and its pin number is less or equal to three. This can be done in a way
similar to (3), but instead of comprising with Id array the Td array is used, i.e.

Xn i =

2
3maxA∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(Td, p, w) =

{
i, A[p][w] ∈ Td,

0, A[p][w] /∈ Td,
(4.11)

If an IC has some interface (i.e. Xi �= 0) then the IC type can be identified from its
register map. In Texas Instrument documentation, the register map is represented in
the format of a table. To identify data, the author proposes first to select all pages from
the datasheet which consist of register and hex keywords and then find keywords temp
(stands for temperature), volt (voltage), curr (current) and pow (power) to identify the
list of the provided features, i.e.

TIC =

2
3maxA∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(p, w) =

=

{
m,A[p] ∈ ”register” ∧ ”hex”,

0, A[p] /∈ ”register” ∧ ”hex”,

(4.12)
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Where m is a page that consists of words register and hex. The page array m creates an
array Tic. After that (5) is applied, but not to the whole specification, but to the pages
that include register and hex keywords, i.e.

Xi =
maxTic∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(Td, p, w) =

{
i, A[p][w] ∈ Td,

0, A[p][w] /∈ Td,
(4.13)

Where maxTic is the number of pages where the register and hex keywords were found.
As a result, the Xn i or Xi list consists of supported metrics such as power, current,
voltage, or temperature and specifies the chip type.

The operating temperature range of the IC is also an important property, because
if the IC is of the ”temperature sensor” type, then it gives the initial guess about the
temperature values that this IC will send. Even if some device does not have temperature
sensors, it is still possible to make a deductive assumption about the boundary conditions
in which this device is supposed to be used, by taking the narrowest temperature range
of the “weakest” device IC (which has the lowest temperature range).

The first step in operating rating identification is to filter out all pages from the
datasheet which does not include the keyword operating conditions or operating ratings,
i.e.

OIC =

2
3maxA∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(p, w) =

=

{
i, A[p][w] ∈ ”oper” ∧ (”cond” ∨ ”rating”),

0, A[p][w] /∈ ”oper” ∧ (”cond” ∨ ”rating”),

(4.14)

In Texas Instruments documentation there is a special symbol Ta (states for ambient
temperature) which is used for depicting the IC’s operating conditions. But it is not
always the case. Sometimes this information starts with the IC name + additional
characters describing the specific part number. Also, there is a specific temperature
symbol ◦C that always ends a line with temperature conditions.

Therefore the desired operating temperature range property can be found between
the IC name or Ta keyword from one side and ◦C sign, or as in (9).

OIC =
maxOic∑
j=1

maxOic[j]∑
w=1

f(Oic, w) =

=

{
i, Oic[w] ∈ [(A[n[1]] ∨ ”Ta”), ”C◦”]

0, Oic[w] /∈ [(A[n[1]] ∨ ”Ta”), ”C◦”],

(4.15)

The resulting Oic array contains information related to the operating temperature
range of the IC.

The advantages of this work are as follows:
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1. Vendor independent solution. Though this quality is inherited from the OPC UA
definition, the solution presented in this work can be integrated into any automation
device as far as it supports OPC UA functionality.

2. Reuse of design files. In this work, the generation of small and simple pieces of the
OPC UA information model was demonstrated. But it is also possible to use the
previously generated results as ”bricks” with the aim to build a new information
model of a new device.

3. More IC vendors can be included. This work was implemented only on the example
of IC specifications developed by the Texas Instrument manufacturing company.
Since the method presented here is based on text pattern recognition, it can be
extended to other manufacturers of integrated circuits.

The limitations include:

1. Strong dependence on the human factor. The presented approach is based on the
definition that all IC specifications are created in a standardized way (by templates).
But, at the same time, such human factors as typos, replacing words with synonyms,
and changing the format of information (for example, text can be replaced by a
picture) can distort the proposed algorithms and either partially distort the result,
or make it impossible to give any overall result.

2. All created information models should be cross-checked before application. Due to
differences in the perception of different things by people, the entire topic related
to the design of information models cannot be fully trustworthy. Each individual
model must be carefully cross-checked before being applied. The results presented
in this work should also be checked by professionals and adjusted if necessary. But,
as was indicated at the beginning of the article, the main goal of this work is to
facilitate the process of designing an information model, making it more automated.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Further Work

“I’ll be back...”
A. Schwarzenegger

The aim of this work is to explore the automation process in a design of Model-
Integrated Engineering of a Smart Energy Distribution System to meet problems, de-
fined on page 4 of Chapter 1. Specifically, this thesis sets the goal of investigating the
applicability of transformations patterns from the IEC 61850 informational paradigm to
a specific Model-Integrated Engineering system (implemented as a MATLAB model in
the case of this work) for automatic processing of data and exploring its potential ap-
plication areas. Among the key properties of the proposed transformation approach are
:

1. Compatibility with IEC 61850 standard output files. The designed approach
is compatible with the SCD file of the IEC 61850 standard. It makes it possible to
use the output files of the IEC 61850-compatible tool (Helinks designer in the case
of this study) as the input files for another application (designed in this work).

2. Reuse of design files. Design file reuse helps reduce development time on the
Digital Twin model of the charging system.

3. Potential compatibility with the variety of different manufacturing stan-
dards and communication tools. Compatibility with OCPP has been demon-
strated in Section 3 of Paper C (page 105) and (potentially) with the IEC 63110.
The auto-generated code for the OCPP communication can potentially be compat-
ible with protocol IEC 63110 without additional changes (to be proved in future
work).

4. Vendor independent solution. Though this quality is inherited from the OPC
UA definition, the solution presented in Paper D can be integrated into any au-
tomation device as far as it supports OPC UA functionality.

39
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Some limitations of the presented approach were also highlighted in order to look at
achieved results from different perspectives. Among them are:

1. Not all IEC 61850 objects can be unambiguously built as
SIMULINK objects. Most of the SIMULINK components have so-called polarity
(when the object has input and output pads) but this information is not specified
in the IEC 61850, therefore there is a risk of auto-generation of the SIMULINK
model which is not possible to simulate at all, or the simulation results will be
incorrect. To minimize the risk of creating a new model incorrectly, the operator
still needs to visually check the SIMULINK model itself and manually correct the
model in case of inconsistencies.

2. Limitation of IEC 61850 components library. Even though the IEC 61850
library has all the most important components for the design of a simple charging
station mode, its amount is still not sufficient even for a more or less complicated
project. Currently, the IEC 61850 has 91 logical nodes, divided into 13 logical
groups. Therefore, the development of the IEC 61850 components’ library is a vital
condition for the further development of the approach presented in this paper.

3. Strong dependence on the human factor. As presented in Paper D (section
VII), the presented approach is based on the definition that all IC specifications
are created in a standardized way (by templates). But, at the same time, such
human factors as typos, replacing words with synonyms, and changing the format
of information (for example, text can be replaced by a picture) can distort the
proposed algorithms and either partially distort the result, or make it impossible
to give any overall result.

The approach demonstrated in this thesis would facilitate progress in automatic
model generation in Energy Distribution System. The results in the appended papers
demonstrate different transformation approaches for an automatic generation of a Model-
Integrated Engineering System.

5.1 Contributions

Based on the results provided in the appended papers the following answers can be stated
for the research questions posed in Chapter 1:
Q1 How the communication control architecture for a Distributed Smart Energy opera-
tion model can be enhanced?
A platform enabling interoperability across several different communication protocols
was demonstrated in Paper A as the first step toward interoperability inside a distributed
model of a smart grid system. There we illustrated the designed platform through a use
case where different actors utilize different communication protocols to control a group of
flexible resources. The abstract scenario we modeled implies a request from the market
to change power (P) or reactive power (Q) for a limited duration of time ∆T, which
needs to be translated into actions of various smart energy resources, talking about the
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different protocols.
Q2 What is the design process of the distributed electrical system’s model?
Paper B presented datacenters equipped with renewable electricity production and en-
ergy storage as an important active element in future energy systems. Therefore the
development of a complete datacenter model (in the context of the project, an edge
datacenter) which incorporates PVs, battery storage, central grid, and the IT loads has
been step-by-step implemented and discussed. As a result, the simulation model is then
validated against operational data generated by the real edge datacenter.
Q3 Can IEC 61850 standard’s informational paradigm be applied for automatic genera-
tion of Model-Integrated Engineering Systems?
In Paper C, the transformation approach of the IEC 61850 System Configuration Design
file of the charging station into the OCPP-based Python applications (client/server) and
MATLAB/SIMULINK physical model was presented. A set of logical rules were de-
signed and integrated into a tool, designed to validate the proposed data transformation
approach.
Q4 How to automate the process of designing an OPC UA information model? Paper D
presented an approach to automatically generate an OPC UA information model from
specification files. A set of transformation rules has been developed and integrated into
a public source tool on the web.

5.2 Future Work

The results presented in this thesis are promising, but there are still many questions
and research directions left to be explored. Paper A presented a possible transformation
scheme of data from one communication protocol to another. However, it is brittle in
the sense that the approach relies on the manual definition of the transformation map
from one protocol to another and, since this process is not automated, the human factor
is the biggest threat that prevents that approach from more global usage.

Two types of validation tests of the electrical energy system (implemented as an edge
datacenter model) were carried out in Paper B. The first was a software validation test
where the resulting simulation data was compared against the real data. The simulation
results closely correspond to the real data, albeit with simulation lag during switching.
The second was a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) validation test between the real-time sim-
ulator OPAL-RT (running the datacenter simulation model) and a PLC (running the
distributed microgrid control). The HiL validation improves on the results of the simula-
tion test with an average error of calculation between 9 to 15%. Moreover, validation in
the loop environment was created based on the IEC 61499 architecture, as the platform
for the implementation and validation of intelligent smart energy asset functionalities.
But in the developed model, detailed descriptions are missing, where many components
of the electrical model were simplified, and some systems (for example, the cooling sys-
tem) were considered as out of scope (for this particular experiment). Therefore, a more
detailed and complicated hierarchy of the model’s elements should be explored.

Finally, the transformation approach of the IEC 61850 System Configuration Design
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file of the charging station into the OCPP-based Python applications (client/server) and
MATLAB/SIMULINK physical model was presented in paper C. Enterprises, involved
in the maintenance and building of new charging stations for EVs can be seen as the
potential stakeholders, as well as engineers and enterprises who already work with IEC
61850 standard. The advantages of the presented work are as follows:

1. It is compatible with IEC 61850 standard output files. The developed approach is
compatible with the IEC 61850 ”SCD” file. This allows the output files of an IEC
61850 compliant tool (the Helinks environment in the case of this study) to be used
as input files for another application (developed in this work).

2. Reusing design files. Reuse of already created IEC 61850 ”SCD” files helps reduce
the development time for new engineering solutions.

3. The auto-generated IEC 61499 solution is vendor independent and can be used for
any device that supports IEC 61499.

In addition, while examining the transformation principles (from the IEC 61850 data
paradigm) that were presented in Paper C, a limitation of the IEC 61850 component
library was found. The limitations include:

1. The number of supported IEC 61850 objects is limited. At this stage, only a subset
of IEC 61850 existing objects is supported (as has been discussed in Paper C,
Section VII, subsection B).

2. Not all IEC 61850 objects can be uniquely mapped to SIMULINK objects. Most
SIMULINK components have what is known as polarity (when an object has input
and output pads), but this information is not specified in IEC 61850, so there is
a risk of automatically generating a SIMULINK model that cannot be modeled at
all, or the results will be incorrect. To minimize the risk of creating a new model
incorrectly, the operator still needs to visually check the SIMULINK model itself
and manually correct the model in case of inconsistencies.

3. IEC 61850 component library limitation. Although the IEC 61850 library has all
the most important components for designing a simple mode charging station, it is
still not enough in size even for a medium complex project. Currently, IEC 61850
has 91 LNs divided into 13 logical groups. Thus, the development of the IEC 61850
component library is vital to the further development of the approach presented in
this article.
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61850 in Microgrid

Nikolai Galkin, Chen-Wei Yang, Yang Gao, Lars Nordström and Valeriy Vyatkin

Abstract

In future demand response scenarios, a multitude of different types of resources are po-
tentially to be used, e.g., electric vehicles, flexible residential loads, and battery storage
systems. To solve the problem of real-time communication of data among the various
resources, it is likely that several different communication protocols and most impor-
tantly differing semantic models, must be used. An aggregator utilizing several types of
resources is therefore potentially faced with a problem of semantic interoperability. This
paper addresses this challenge by presenting a testbed consisting of a microgrid model
integrated with several controllers communicating with industrial grade protocols for de-
mand response, including IEC 61850, OpenChargePoint protocol (OCPP), OpenADR
and UDP. The testbed forms a basis for further development of a semantic canvas to
enable forecasting, activation and clearing of heterogenous demand response resources.

1 Introduction

Control of emerging power systems, with expected high levels of penetration of renewable
resources, will require utilization of flexibility at the consumption end of the system The
employment of resources varies according to use case – or type of ancillary service– for
instance, automatic Frequency Restoration (aFRR), Frequency Containment (FCR) or
Reactive Power support. Depending on their characteristics and capabilities, some re-
sources are available to support several use cases, while others are limited to one. From
the perspective of the market for ancillary services, the type of resource employed is not
interesting, if the requested parameters are fulfilled. Explicitly, if there is request on
the market for FCR reserve activation, the type of resource used (e.g., battery storage,
residential demand response, or EVs) is not relevant as long as the requested bid can be
fulfilled [9].

For a provider of flexibility services to one or several ancillary service markets, e.g., an
aggregator, there are two overarching challenges. First, to estimate available flexibility in
the resources under the aggregator’s control and evaluate this in relation to the market
request. For example, will the aggregator be able to fulfill a bid of a certain size in terms
of up or down regulation of active power ∆P and/or reactive power ∆Q for a period T
starting at time t0. For an aggregator controlling a heterogeneous set of resources, the
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estimation of flexibility can involve a significant effort to estimate flexibility depending
on many exogenous parameters. Second, in addition to the estimation of flexibility for
bid fulfillment capability, the aggregator also meets an interoperability challenge. This
challenge involves abstracting the information provided by heterogonous resources via
several different communication protocols and information models like IEC 61850 [2],
Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) [3], Automated Demand Response (OpenADR)
[4] and providing a consistent response to the market actor using its protocol (e.g., IEC
62325-451 [5]) during the bidding and clearance stage, and some protocol during the
operational stage (e.g., IEC 60870-5-104 [6]).

To address this interoperability challenge, and to reduce the cost and risk of con-
tracting new types of resources and/or participate on new markets, an aggregator needs
to control the information content both in the market bids and operational commands,
this to secure traceability of bids versus fulfillment and clearance. For this matter, a
semantic canvas needs to be developed. This canvas wraps the market requests and the
parameters of the market bids into a unified information layer usable by the aggregator
to communicate with the heterogenous resources under its control.

A. Scope of the paper

In this paper, we present an effort to enhance the communication control architecture
for a Demand response services by development of a platform enabling interoperability
across several different communication protocols. We illustrate its application through
a use case where different actors utilise different communication protocols to control a
group of flexibility resources. The abstract scenario we modelled implies a request from
the market to change power, P or reactive power Q for a specified duration of time ∆T,
which needs to be translated into actions of various smart energy resources, using the dif-
ferent protocols. The platform provides a first step to being able to explore the semantic
interoperability challenges envisioned. As a first approach to developing this contextual
canvas. As a suitable next step, representing bid parameters in the IEC 62325-451 and
ensuring translation to resource-protocols can be explored.

B. Outline of the paper

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work,
Section III depicts the detailed communication control structure of microgrid based on
multi-agent system; Section IV discussed the microgrid real-time simulation process us-
ing OPAL-RT simulators and how the agents analyse the received state information from
the microgrid through different communication protocols; Section V describes control ap-
plication with multi-communication architecture; Section VI depicts simulation results
and Section VII related to further steps of research.
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2 Related Works

To highlight an importance of heterogeneity of electrical energy problem one previous
research project provides an example. The RESPOND project [7] aims to deploy an inter-
operable energy automation, monitoring and control solution at district level to achieve
a cooperative demand response behaviour. The project proposes a reference architec-
ture to unify demand response communication based on the Message Queuing Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) protocol. In addition, the RESPOND project presented an ontology,
developed in the Protegé tool that includes devices, e.g. heaters, refrigerators, etc. that
enable demand response services [8].

Being aware about high actuality of demand-response system designing and consid-
ering the results of other researchers work, authors of current paper tried to propose the
different approach, which is propagate not only on different hardware vendors but also
and on different software vendors. Because of that, the different types of communica-
tion protocols (namely OCPP. OpenADR and IEC61850), written on different program
languages (C++, C# and Python) and for the different hardware platform (PC, Real-
Time Operation System (RTOS) boards, Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) and
etc.) were taken as a basic set of heterogeneous systems, which are somehow should
collaborate and understand each other’s.

In OpenADR, all electrical sources as well as electrical loads described in general
way (without any specific information about hardware). OpenADR clearly defines the
communication protocol, but the specific data communication model is not complete.
Because of that, a lot of research was made to find the commonality between of differ-
ent protocols. For example, papers [9, 10] describe the method for electric vehicles to
automatically participate in demand response by using OpenADR communication archi-
tecture. Paper [11] presents OCPP as a complement to OpenADR, where OpenADR
models the communication framework between all participants in the demand response
application, while OCPP handles the EV specific communication and functionality. IEC
61850, due to its complexity and information structure is the core standard for the au-
tomation infrastructure with IEC 61850-7-420 defining the renewable energy resources
(RES) data models. However, EVs are not yet considered in IEC61850 even though bat-
tery storage description exists. Paper [12] views OCPP as a complimentary standard to
IEC 61850, where IEC 61850 handles the integration to the grid while OCPP fulfils the
functionality of EV operation.

3 Smart Energy System Model

According to different functional characteristics of each device in the system, roles of the
actors in the microgrid control structure can be classified as follows [13]:
1) Aggregator : It is set at the common connection point between the external distribu-
tion network and the microgrid. During stable operation, it is used to do the dispatch
work, interact with the power market, and simultaneously send optimization scheduling
instructions to the underlying distributed device agents in the microgrid. When faults or
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load fluctuations occur in the system, it will collect the operation information of various
distributed equipment, coordinate related equipment such as energy storage and gener-
ation unit, and smooth power fluctuations on the tie-line power.
2) Distributed generation agent : It enables plug and play of distributed generation units
such as PV or EV to reasonably allocate power in accordance with the optimized schedul-
ing instructions. While a fault occurs, it will collect voltage and frequency information
of each generation unit and send to the aggregator agent.
3) Load agent : Monitor the flexible load and fixed load operation state in real time and
feedback the power demand information to the aggregator agent. In the event of a failure,
it can remove the load from the removal.
4) Energy storage agent : Real-time monitor the charge and discharge state of energy
storage equipment. When load fluctuations occur within the microgrid, the energy stor-
age device can be quickly adjusted to charge or discharge to meet load demand response.

Figure 1. presents a sketch of a microgrid model, which for the purpose of this paper
serves to introduce the necessary. The communication between utility, load, photovoltaic
power (PV), plug in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) and multiple actors is performed as
described below.

Figure 1: Communication interoperability in the microgrid model.

The GOOSE (Generic Object-Oriented Substation Events) of IEC 61850 is required
for data interaction from the grid operator’s perspective. The IEC 61850 as a substation
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automation standard with the aim of introducing device independence and communi-
cation interoperability to substation automation systems. OpenADR communication
is used to exchange dispatch order and operation information between aggregator and a
flexible load [14]. The OCPP protocol serves the corresponding role as OpenADR but for
purpose of transmitting measurement data to Electric vehicles participating in demand
response services.

4 Model-Based Case Study

To validate the proposed communication approach and, at the same time, make the test
scenario as close to a real case as possible, the real-time simulator OPAL-RT was used to
run a small-scale electrical model of a power system. This model depicted on in Figure 2
consists of one power source and three electrical consumers. Every branch equipped with
circuit breaker to control the amount of produced electrical power and sensors (current
and voltage) to measure that amount of power.

Figure 2: Real-time simulator model structure.

In Figure 2, inside of the red rectangles, inputs and outputs are highlighted, which are
used for the designed energy management system deployed on the PC. Highlighted with
green rectangles, different types of energy consumption profiles are applied to produce
different measurements during the simulation. These three profiles are described in Figure
3.

Note that the different loads are all monitored and controlled using different commu-
nication protocols. Since the energy model is distributed, the control device, which are
physically connected to every node of electrical energy system are also distributed. In this
study, control devices of the energy system nodes have been represented with BeagleBone
microcontrollers. The BeagleBone allows to run Python scripts and communicate with
other systems through the wide selection of different communication protocols, starts
from GPIO to UDP and TCP/IP.

The overall architecture is shown in Figure 4. The application is further divided into
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Figure 3: Power profile during the model simulation.
4 parts, where:

- App#1 : Windows form application with a human-machine interface (buttons, text
boxes, check boxes etc.);

- App#2 – App#4 : Background applications implementing conversion from UDP
to OCPP, OpenADR and IEC61850 accordingly, to connect the App#1 with external
systems.

Figure 4: Hardware structure of multi-communication system.

5 OCPP, OpenADR and IEC 61850 Utilization

A. OCPP Utilisation

The OCPP protocol has the following properties:
- Data is sent over a WebSocket, on a TCP level it is wrapped in a WebSocket frame

with a header;
- The Charging Station Management System (CSMS) acts as a server and the Charg-

ing Station acts as a client;
- WebSocket is a full-duplex connection;
- The payload of a message is a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) object containing
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some arguments.
Figure 5 presents an example of message exchange between CSMS and Charging

Station using OCPP.

Figure 5: OCPP message sequence during operation and functions which are used.

The standard defines variables to be declared for each communication function. As
seen from Figure 6, two variables “reason” and “chargingStation” should be defined.

Figure 6: OCPP variables definition for boot notification request.

Every variable has its own variable type which are also defined in the standard. An
example of the function definition in Python is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Python code instance, responsible for sending of initialization request.
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Other communication functions and some additional OCPP functionality can be im-
plemented similarly to the example above.

B. OpenADR Utilisation

Like OCPP, OpenADR [?] has open access and its dissemination is free of charge. Ope-
nADR 2.0 uses HTTP for transferring payload data. It is a two-way signaling protocol,
where servers publish information (Virtual Top Nodes or VTNs) to automated clients,
which subscribe to the information (Virtual End Nodes, or VENs).

Message sharing strategy is different from that of OCPP due to more general archi-
tecture. From the OpenADR point of view, VEN (client) sends periodically a report to
the VTN (server), which includes the information from sensors and current states of pri-
mary equipment, for example, circuit breakers. If some unexpected event occurs (short
circuit, for example), special event would be sent to VTN. If VEN wants to update some
information from VTN it can use a special “poll” method which is defined also in the
standard. One example of OpenADR communication presented on Figure 8.

Figure 8: OpenADR message sequence during operation and functions which are used.

The specification on standard provides information about details of OpenADR opera-
tion (one example shown in Figure 9). From this illustration, one sees what function
name should be used and what data types should be included as input parameter. After
that the real implementation needs to be implemented (shown in Figure 10).

C. IEC 61850 Utilisation

The IEC 61850 communication has a different “philosophy” of the data organization
and how the data would be propagated, compared to OCPP and OpenADR. From the
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Figure 9: OpenADR message sequence during initialization of VEN.

Figure 10: OpenADR Python code instance of VTN response.

standard, some important facts can be highlighted, namely:

- In IEC6150 two types of participants are defined

a) Server (or publisher),

b) Client (or Subscriber),

- Normally, the server sends to the client some periodical information about the

system where its deployed.
- TCP/IP is used as a transport mechanism here, but due to higher transmission

speed and reliability demand, its bypass the TCP/IP protocol to present events in real
time. IEC6150 is mapped in specific communication services:

a) SV (sampled values). Communication is possible inside the local network only,

b) GOOSE (Generic Object-Oriented Substation Events). Publisher-subscriber

mechanism on multicast or broadcast MAC addresses,
c) MMS (Manufacturing Message Specification). For communication between

different clients
- The structure of every single device can be described inside of a special file which calls

“ICD” or IED Capability Description, where IED means Intelligent Electronic Device.
The GOOSE messages contain information that allow the receiving device to know

that a status has changed and the time of the last status change In order to implement
the similar functionality to OCPP and OpenADR, but using the IEC61850 paradigm, a
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simple ICD file was created, shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Server structure representation according to IEC61850 standard.

In this structure, it is important to notice the definition of the end point “OPAL IED”.
This end point related to some physical device, which calls “LDevice1” and this device
consists of some parts (Logical Nodes or LN), which have their own functions, namely:

- LLN0. The main Logical Node, which should consist of the general data, related

to this device,
- LPHD0. Physical device information (name of device, vendor name, etc.),

- MMXU0. Logical Node which is dealing with different types of measurements

(voltage, power, current, frequency, etc.),

- CSWI0. Controls the switch state, integrated into device.

The responsibility of the application developer here is to prepare the correct ICD files,
both for server and client. OPAL-RT here is used for modelling purposes in this study,
supports some of the IEC61850 functionality (GOOSE and SV).

6 Application Design and Validation

In this section, we present the first step towards semantic interoperability across the
utilised domain-specific communication protocols (see Figure 12).

The communicated data is of the “string” type. Separator characters divide the string
onto four pieces. Every piece answer one question, namely:
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1) What protocol is used?

2) What command it is?

3) What variable name it is?

4) What variable value it is?

By using this approach, data can be transmitted from one device, which is using, for
example, OCPP to another device, which is using IEC 61850. When the OCPP-talking
application (App#2 from Figure 4 receives a message from outside, it would wrap this
updated value into the special structure, defined here for interoperability purposes. The
same structure is used by the OpenADR and IEC 61850 applications (App#3 and App#4
from Figure 4).

Figure 12: Data structure of proposed multi-communication system approach.

A. Simulation Results

The model of the electrical system in Figure 2 is executed with the period of 30
seconds that is the lowest for the “61850 power profile”, according to scenario in Figure
3. During this time, the power consumption will be change from 0 to 6kW and back as
shown on Figure 13.

Figure 13: Event diagram of multi-communication system.
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OPAL-RT sends data to the BeagleBones microcontrollers via UDP. The BeagleBones
will send the new package to the PC through the OpenADR or OCPP only when the
power consumption would be changed (from 0 to 2kW or vice versa).

Current scenario assuming condition that if amount of consumed power would be
more than 4kW, then BeagleBones through OCPP will receive the command to switch
the opening prohibition. Therefore, the resulting datagram is presented on Figure 14.

Figure 14: Message sequence of the modelling scenario.

The real datagrams (like on Figure 15) were recorded and compared with their “the-
oretical views” (from the documentation on standard). From that picture, the messages
sequence can be checked.

As a result, the designed microgrid model controlled by three different types of agents
(communicating via OCPP, OpenADR and IEC61850) was tested.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper reports on the initial work on combining four different communication pro-
tocols: IEC 61850 GOOSE, OpenADR, OCPP and UDP in the microgrid operation
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Figure 15: Report measurements datagram during model simulation (Wireshark capture).

control. A unifying data format is proposed for converting messages from one protocol
to another. This data format forms a basis for the further development of a semantic
canvas for enabling interoperability across several services.

To test the developed interoperability solution, a prototype laboratory-scale multi-
agent control system was built and connected to the real time grid simulator OPAL
RT, that is running a real-time simulation model of a microgrid. A network of micro-
controllers, communicating via the mentioned protocols, was simulating the microgrid
control nodes. The conducted study has confirmed the feasibility of the proposed inter-
protocol conversion.

The work done creates a foundation for developing automated translation of informa-
tion transported in the communication links using a semantic broker agent operating at
the aggregator level.
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On Modelling of Edge Datacentre Microgrid for

Participation in Smart Energy Infrastructures

Nikolai Galkin, Chen-Wei Yang, Yulia Berezovskaya, Mattias Vesterlund and Valeriy
Vyatkin

Abstract

Datacentres are becoming a sizable part of the energy system and are one of the biggest
consumers of the energy grid. The so-called “Green Datacentre” is capable of not only
consuming but also producing power, thus becoming an important kind of prosumers in
the electric grid. Green datacentres consist of a microgrid with a backup uninterrupted
power supply and renewable generation, e.g., using photovoltaic panels. As such, data-
centres could realistically be important participants in demand / response applications.
However, this requires reconsidering their currently rigid control and automation systems
and the use of simulation models for online estimation of the control actions impact. This
paper presents such a microgrid simulation model modelled after a real edge datacen-
tre. A case study consumption scenario is presented for the purpose of validating the
developed microgrid model against data traces collected from the green edge datacentre.
Both simulation and real-time validation tests are performed to validate the accuracy of
the datacentre model. Then the model is connected to the automation environment to
be used for the online impact estimation and virtual commissioning purposes.

1 Introduction

Datacentres are rapidly becoming a sizable part of the energy consumption of the society
due to the increasing expansion of information and communication technologies. Over
3% (or approx. 370 TW) of today’s generated electrical energy is consumed by data-
centres [1]. To put this into perspective, the carbon footprint of datacentres is on par
with that of the airline industry [2] and this rate of growth is only expected to increase.
The so-called “Green Datacentre” [3] is a new type of datacentre that is being developed
with the aim of building a sustainable future by utilizing renewable energy resources to
reduce its carbon footprint.

There is growing interest in operating datacentres in Nordic countries due to their
cooler temperatures, which can provide significant savings in the cooling cost and carbon
footprint. According to NORUT [4], Nordic countries are surprisingly suitable for solar
energy. However, due to the highly volatile and unpredictable local conditions, e.g., with
frequent variations in cloudiness and the major differences between summer and winter,
it requires other means of renewable resources to also play an active role in the production
of electricity (i.e., hydro, wind). Sweden, for example, utilizes 54% of its total energy
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usage from renewable sources such as hydro and biomass [5].
Traditional datacentres operate as a consumer of the energy grid with backup energy

sources such as diesel generators and Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS). However,
with the advent of the green datacentres and the integration of renewable energy re-
sources (e.g., photovoltaics or PVs) in the datacentre microgrid, datacentres could be-
come prosumers (i.e., an entity that is capable of producing and consuming power) and
take a more active role in the energy community for the following reasons:

Firstly, datacentres are often placed in the vicinity of residential areas, which can
provide both opportunities and challenges in achieving higher energy efficiency of the
society. The interplay between datacentres, residential and commercial energy users can
be achieved by means of residual heat reuse for district heating, but also on shared use
of renewable generation and energy reserve facilities. Implementation of such interplay
requires developing technologies for tighter integration of datacentre control and automa-
tion with energy management systems of residential homes and industrial enterprises.

Secondly, renewable resources currently operate in a “fit and forget” approach, where
the renewables are added to the current infrastructure rather than integrated. Typically,
they do not play an active role in the energy distribution process: the existing centralized
generation takes part in the controllability of the energy distribution, but the renewables
do not. According to the “Smart Grid” vision, where the “prosumer” plays an active
role in the electricity ecosystem, the renewables must be used more than now.

Lastly, datacentres are suitable for demand-response since they can be extremely flex-
ible loads. For example, 5% load can be shed in 5 minutes and 10% can be shed in 15
minutes without changes to how the datacentre Information Technology (IT) workload
(i.e., the consumption of the datacentre) is handled (i.e., via temperature adjustment
and other building management approaches) [6]. In addition, datacentres are usually
equipped with UPS systems, which typically have excess energy capacity and can be
beneficial in the balancing of the electricity grid.

Therefore, datacentres equipped with renewable electricity production and energy
storage can be an important active element in future energy systems. In most demand-
response applications, it is assumed that the datacentre operators would adjust their
usage, based on the grid operator’s requests and driven by the corresponding incentives.

In the SONDER (Service Optimization of Novel Distributed Energy Regions) project
[7], the goal is to investigate the viability of datacentres as an active participant (i.e. a
prosumer) in the application of Demand-Response driven by energy market incentives.
The first step in the project is to develop a complete datacentre model (in the context
of the project, an edge datacentre) which incorporates PVs, battery storage, central
grid, and the IT loads and is specifically adjusted to the simulation in the loop in con-
nection with the real automation hardware and software, to be used for both virtual
commissioning and online impact estimation purposes. Edge datacentre [8] is a small-
scale datacentre situated close to the end-user that serves to reduce latency and improve
customer experience. The edge datacentre that is modelled in the SONDER project has
a small-scale microgrid that consists of a UPS capacity of 30kWh, 10 kW of maximum
power PV-cells and approximately 13.5kWh total consumption from the IT-load and the
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cooling load. The simulation model is then validated against operational data generated
by the real edge datacentre.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II surveys the related works. Section
III presents an overview of the edge datacentre simulation model developed. Section
IV presents the datacentre model in detail. Section V presents the case study scenario.
Section VI briefly presents the control algorithm for the developed model. Section VII
presents the software and hardware validation of the datacentre model in the loop with
the automation platform. Conclusion and future works are presented in Section VIII.

2 Related Work

There are existing research works, which aim to model different aspects of datacentres.
For example, Tran et al. [9] have developed a simulation tool called Datacentre Workload
Energy Simulation tool (DCWES) which estimates the power consumption of the IT and
the cooling system. However, it is unclear how scalable the simulation model is. Besides,
the DCWES does not consider the microgrid aspect of the datacentre.

Modelling of the datacentre’s racks, pumps and chillers consumption provided by
Mousavi et al. [10] and Berezovskaya et al. [11]. A datacentre toolbox presented in the
latter article focuses on the modularity of the model, which can be used to construct
a model of a datacentre of any size. The toolbox allows the creation of scalable server
models that accounts for CPU consumption and server fan cooling. Similar functions
but another approach for modelling of datacentre’s cooling system is provided by Siltala
et al. [12]. Here, the thermodynamic system was modelled in two different ways. The
first is traditional (by using thermodynamics equations and laws). The second way is
using the neural network capabilities for the calculation of the current results and for the
prediction of the future values.

A fundamentally different approach to calculating the optimal amount of power flow
between the main grid and green energy resources was proposed by R. Rahmani et al.
[13]. In that work, the authors propose a new optimization model based on a radial
motion optimization algorithm, in which the trade-off between greenhouse gas emissions
and cost was a priority factor for research.

An approach for the energy management of a smart building based on SCADA sys-
tems was proposed by M. Kerami et al. [14]. In that work, the main target are the smart
buildings with several types of load (critical, essential, and normal). The paper focuses on
a control strategy and minimizing the power exchange with the main grid. The Modbus
and Konnex serial protocol standards were used for communication between the control
nodes. While some of these techniques could be used in the edge datacentre context,
there are substantial differences between the two domains. From a modelling perspec-
tive, one can think of an edge datacentre as a large collection of small, identical hardware
components, while the smart building architecture is more heterogeneous. From an eco-
nomic point of view, edge datacentres are bound by strict contractual obligations with
their customers. For them, reliability, availability and low-cost energy sources are critical
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factors in their operation. Besides, the Matlab model mentioned in [14] is not publicly
available.

Pelley et al. [15] expand the focus of modelling, which aims to model the power con-
sumption of the whole datacentre. The presented model includes the interactions between
the utility power, the cooling units, and the server racks. However, the model does not
provide enough insights into the datacentre’s operating states.

Zhabelova et al. [16] take this concept a step further by also incorporating the con-
sumption down to the CPU level. In addition, Zhabelova’s model allows for the simulation
of the datacentre static operating states under various conditions.

A method to operate a datacentre with renewable energy that minimizes its depen-
dence on grid power while minimizing capital cost was introduced by Arlitt et al [17]. It
was achieved by integrating datacentre demand with the availability of resource supplies
during operation. One of the possible contributions here is in the possibility to use some
newly designed methods to operate a datacentre with renewable energy and apply it to
the virtual datacentre’s model.

As seen from the observed related works, most datacentre models focus on the data-
centre power consumption with models for estimating the IT consumption and the cooling
system consumption. As far as the authors are aware, there’s very little research work
which models the interactions between the datacentre load and its microgrid entities.
The intention of this research work is to investigate the potential of edge datacentres
performing the role of prosumers in the regional energy market. Modelling tools used in
the reviewed works lack extensibility and flexibility. The modelling framework proposed
in this article aims to simulate the power profile behaviour of an edge datacentre. The
simulation model is validated and adjusted with the data from a real edge datacentre. It
models the power consumption of the IT-load, its interplay with the datacentre micro-
grid (i.e., UPS, PV, and the grid) and its ability to integrate with the real or virtualized
automation infrastructure.

Therefore, the intended contributions of the paper are as follows:

1. A novel model which models the power dynamics of an edge datacentre microgrid
consisting of the IT-load, renewable PVs, UPS battery and the grid connection

2. A distributed microgrid controller which performs the role of the Energy Manage-
ment System of the datacentre microgrid.

3. A hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) co-simulation platform for the validation of the dat-
acentre model.

3 Overview of the edge Datacentre Microgrid Model

The microgrid model is based on the edge datacentre that is operational at the RISE
SICS ICE datacentres research centre [18] (a partner in the SONDER project) in Lule̊a,
Sweden and its structure is shown in Figure 1.

The edge datacentre is structured in the following way:
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Figure 1: Edge datacentre at SICS ICE research facility.

1. The datacentre’s servers are in the module Box. It consists of Central Processing
Units (CPUs), organized in racks, with server fans performing the cooling of CPUs.

2. In terms of the power supply, the edge datacentre is powered by the central grid
and the PV with a peak power of about 10kW (poly-crystalline solar panels, 40
pcs., 250W@24V). The UPS (shown as a battery) is utilized as a backup power
source (Lithium-ion batteries, 20 pcs., 12V@100Ah).

3. The cooling of the servers is achieved primarily by the Computer Room Air Handler
(CRAH) units [19], with thermal storage as a backup cooling supply.

4. A centralized controller, which coordinates the operation of all these modular dat-
acentre’s components.

The scope of the modelled edge datacentre is restricted to the UPS, the PV, the grid,
and the IT-load consumption as shown in Figure 2. Note that the total power consump-
tion of the datacentre consists of both the IT consumption and the power consumption
of the cooling system. In this paper, only the model of the IT-load is presented and the
modelling of the power consumption for the cooling system will be part of future work.

Figure 2: Simulink implementation of the datacentre microgrid.
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The characteristics of the datacentre microgrid are as follows:

1. The microgrid operates based on the European standard of 50Hz.

2. The maximum capacity of the ”PV plant” is 10kW.

3. The maximum capacity of the ”Battery plant” is 30kW.

4. The maximum power consumption of DC is approximately 13.5kW.

The model is developed in two steps. Firstly, the model was created using a collection
of standard elements available in Matlab / Simulink. Then, the model was refined to
track the real data.

The key parameters of the designed model are:

1. The amount of power consumption of the edge datacenter (proportional to the
computing load),

2. The battery charge / discharge amount of power,

3. The amount of power, produced by PV,

4. The utility power production amount.

4 Models within the Scope of the edge Datacentre

A. Microgrid

1) Photovoltaic Panels

The solar panels used in the microgrid are equipped with a maximum power point tracker
(MPPT) [20] to get the maximum electrical power from solar irradiation.

The solar panels of the edge datacentres have a maximum capacity of 10kW and are
equipped with boosting voltage block (which is boost the voltage level to 300V - 400V).
The total power produced by the solar panels can be calculated as [21] in (1):

Pout(t) = P irrad(t)Sµ (1)

For this model, the most used solar panel type for industrial purposes with maximum
output power equal 300W, surface area – 1.7m2 and µ = 15% was taken as an example.
The implementation of the “PV plant” is shown in Figure 3 and consists of the following:

1. An input signal “ctrl1” which controls the on and off state of the inverter,

2. An inverter that converts direct current to alternating current (DC / AC),

3. An active power measurement block that measures the active power, current, and
voltage of the AC line.
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Figure 3: ”PV plant” block internal composition.

2) Battery (UPS)

The UPS battery storage of the edge datacentre has a maximum capacity of 30kWhs
and consists of serial and parallel connection of Li-ion (Lithium Ion) battery. The power
capacity can be calculated similarly to [22] in (2):




W = C0U0;

C0 = C1 + Cn;

U0 = U1 + Um;

. (2)

The main purpose of the “Battery Plant” block is to store excess energy. The charge
and discharge cycle of the battery presented in [23] is described in (3).

{
PDISCH = CBATUBAT − CBAT

TDISCH
RBAT ;

PCHRG = CBATUSRC − CBAT

TCHRG
RBAT ;

. (3)

The implementation of the “Battery plant” is shown in Figure 4 and it consists of
the following:

1. An input signal “ctrl” controls the on and off state of the inverter.

2. An inverter (DC / AC).

3. An active power measurement block that measures the active power of the “ac power”,
“ac current” and the “ac voltage” as output.

4. A “bat mode” control signal which switches the charge and discharge state of the
battery.
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Figure 4: ”Battery Plant” block composition.

3) Grid

According to the Swedish Energy Agency [24], the top three sources of energy production
are hydro, nuclear and wind. They all are synchronous generators with controllable
amplitude, phase, and the frequency of AC current, which parameters can be described
as in [25], shown in (4):




PGEN(t) = mU(t)I(t)cosφ(t)− CBAT

TDISCH
RBAT ;

n(t) = 60f(t)
Npoles

;

Mn(t) =
PGEN (t)60

2πn(t)
;

. (4)

During the work of the generator, Mn(t) should not be more than its maximum value
as per (5):

Mn(t) < Mmax(t); (5)

If Mn would be greater (or even close to) Mmax, the generator will be out of sync
and normal operation will be stopped.

The implementation of the “Grid” is shown in Figure 5 and consists of the following:

1. “phase A”, “phase B” and “phase C” terminals, connected to the phase A, B and
C of the main grid respectively).

2. Two controllable parameters for the synchronous generators are:
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(a) “Pm” – the amount of mechanical energy that is applied to the synchronous
generators

(b) “Vf” – exciting voltage level that is applied to the rotor coils

Figure 5: ”Grid” block composition.

To control the synchronous generators, the “generator control system” block was designed
with the control algorithm shown in Figure 6.

B. IT Load

The datacentre power consumption is mainly attributed to the two subsystems: IT and
cooling. This work concentrates on modelling of IT power consumption. According to
recent research, cooling systems consume around 40% of total energy consumption in
modern datacentres [26] thus cooling power is approximately 60% of IT power. There-
fore, the total power can be estimated to be IT power + 60% of IT power.

Modelling the power consumption of the IT sub-system needs looking at the consump-
tion at the server level. The main consumers here are CPUs and server fans. According
to [27] the CPU power consumption can be estimated by a linear function of the CPU
utilization (6). The server fan power consumption is modelled by a cubic function of the
fan’s rotation speed (7) based on the well-known fan affinity law.

PCPU = Pidle + (Pmax − Pidle)Util; (6)

P = Pmax(
RPM

RPMMAX

)3; (7)

As depicted in FIGURE 1, the edge datacentre is presented by the module Box. The
module is equipped with two racks each of which carries 38 Dell PowerEdge R430 servers.
Each server is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5- 2603 v4 processors.
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Figure 6: Synchronous generator control algorithm.

The model of the Box module is constructed utilizing a modular Simulink toolbox,
which is described in [11]. The toolbox contains the building blocks representing indi-
vidual components of a typical datacentre such as CPUs and servers and enables the
modelling of the datacentres of arbitrary configurations.

Figure 7 shows the model of the server which is utilized in the Box module. As this
work concentrates on the datacentre power consumption, the server model provides the
server power consumption as output. The server block calculates the power as the sum
of CPUs power (6) and server fans power (7).

The input of the server block determines the utilization (or workload) of the CPUs
on the server. As each server carries two CPUs, the Util input is a vector with two
values. The speed of server fans (RPM) is calculated by the controller, which is aimed at
maintaining the predefined temperature of the CPUs. Figure 8 demonstrates the model
of one rack of the Box module. The model consists of 38 server blocks, each of which
calculates the power consumption of the respective server. The output of the model is the
total power consumption for the entire rack. The input to the entire rack model is the set
of 38 vectors each of which is the input to the corresponding server block. Finally, the
Box model contains two racks thus the model calculates their aggregate power consump-
tion and takes as input set of vectors with utilization for all servers in the racks. If all
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Figure 7: Simulink model of the server in the Box module.

Figure 8: Simulink model of the rack in the Box module.

CPUs work on the same utilization, the set of vectors can be reduced to just one vector.
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the modelling results with real data obtained from the
Box module in SICS ICE datacentre. The modelled IT power is close to the real one.
The gap between IT power and total power can be explained by the power of cooling
units: the lowest values of the total power curve are obtained at minimum utilization of
the cooling system, in this case, the gap is around 30%; the highest values of the curve
are at the maximum cooling system utilization, in this case, the gap is around 70%. The
modelling of the cooling system is the next stage in improving datacentre modelling. In
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Figure 9: Datacenter power consumption profile: simulation results and the real data.

this work, total power consumption was estimated at 1.6IT Power.

5 Case Study

A. Case Study Scenario

To validate the microgrid datacentre model, a case study was carried out in the edge
datacentre showing the interplay between the datacentre load, PV, battery, and the
central grid. The edge datacentre microgrid is powered by the following control strategy:

1. PV production has the highest priority to reduce the cost of electricity from the
grid,

2. The second priority is the grid which will make up the difference in production
from the PV,

3. The battery is used as a backup supply when the grid is disconnected,

4. The battery will charge from the grid only if there is a surplus from the PV.

The data collection was carried out at the edge datacentre installation at RISE SICS ICE
as shown in Figure 1. The data collection was carried out under the following operating
conditions:

1. Due to the extreme weather conditions in Northern Sweden (which affects the level
of sunlight during the year). To collect relevant PV data, the experiment was
carried out during the Swedish spring at the end of May.
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2. The length of the experiment was for 6 hours, and it was carried out from 10 am
to 4 pm.

3. The initial setpoints of the edge datacentre are as follows:

(a) The thermal storage temperature of the cooler was set to 10 degrees

(b) The pump rate of the water cooler was set to 100%

(c) The fan speed of the CPUs was set to 100%, which means the CPUs were
operating at 100% utilization

(d) The datacentre is connected to the national grid, the PV cells, and the UPS
battery.

4. The following data traces were collected:

(a) P grid: Power consumption of the grid

(b) P Battery: Power consumption of the UPS

(c) P PV: Power collected from the PV cells

(d) P load: Active power of the datacentre load

(e) Q load: Reactive power of the datacentre load

(f) T server: Temperature of the server

(g) P rack: Power consumption of the server racks

The data traces that were collected show the power characteristics of the datacentre
load (top), the grid (top middle), PV (bottom middle) and the battery (bottom) are
shown in Figure 10. The case study scenario is as follows:

1. At T = 0hr, the datacentre load is powered by the PV and the central grid,

2. At T = 3.05hr, the grid is disconnected. The battery is in discharge mode and
starts to supply the datacentre load along with the PV,

3. At T = 4.1hr, the grid is re-connected. The battery starts to recharge itself from
the central grid.

Based on the collected data, the following observations can be made:

1. On average, the overall power consumption of the datacentre load is at a constant
rate of 13.5kW since the utilization of the CPUs were set at 100% for the duration
of the data collection process. Note that the oscillation that is produced in the
P Load is due to the powering on and off the compressor as it attempts to keep the
temperature at the desired setpoint.

2. On average, 5kW were produced by the PV.

It is worth noting that graphs, presented in Figure 10, are based on the original data
recorded in a real datacentre. The data will be taken as a reference point when the
comparison with modeling results in further steps of this paper will be made.
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Figure 10: Real data traces showing datacentre load, ”P load” (top), the central grid, ”P grid”
(middle top), the PV production, ”P pv” (middle bottom) and the battery power, ”P Battery”
(bottom).

6 Distributed Automated System

In the field of substation automation systems, the most used hardware devices are Intelli-
gent Electronic Devices (IED) and Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) [28]. However,
current IEDs and PLCs are designed based on a centralized control paradigm, which al-
lows very little flexibility, scalability, and portability of the automation control software.
These three features are essential as the energy grid becomes more distributed with pro-
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sumers and as such, the automation software must also be based on a distributed control
paradigm.

IEC 61499 is the reference standard for the design of distributed automation soft-
ware [29]. It has been successfully used for the implementation of distributed intelligent
automation systems in the energy domain, e.g., [30–33]. IEC 61499 introduces object-
oriented design artefacts called Function Blocks (FB). The internal logic of the FBs is
implemented in the form of an Execution Control Chart (ECC), which dictates the execu-
tion of algorithms based on the incoming events, and the triggering of output events after
the execution of the algorithms. The ECC and the GRID controller FB are presented
later in Figure 11. For the purposes of model validation and initial prototyping,

Figure 11: IEC 61499 FB (left) and ECC (right).

a simplified IEC 61499 decentralized automation application was developed, composed
of five controller FBs: one for Energy Management Control and the other four for con-
trolling the PV, UPS battery, Grid, and the datacentre. The MAIN CONTROLLER
FB implements the microgrid control of the Datacentre. The other FBs (BATTERY,
GRID, PV, and LOAD) are providing services of collecting the power measurements and
actuating their respective energy entities in the datacentre microgrid.

It is worth noting, that the distributed approach makes control software more trans-
parent, self-sufficient, and flexible. This is achieved through object-based design, where
software structure follows the structure of physical systems. The controller of our mi-
crogrid model is implemented as a function block network, whose interface is shown in
Figure 12 (The corresponding artefact of IEC 61499 is called subapplication)

This function block network incorporates capabilities to control battery, PV, and
grid-related devices at the same time, with component controllers of each device con-
nected to the FB network in Figure 13. Because it is a distributed control system, it
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Figure 12: Interface of a FB network implementing the control.

Figure 13: Decentralised IEC61499 representation of control.

is possible to physically deploy each control block to a separate device. The structure
is flexible, so it can be adjusted for another configuration of a microgrid by adding or
removing the corresponding control blocks.

In the overall application, the function block, implementing the control functionality,
relates to FBs implementing a kind of driver for end devices as shown in Figure 14.
Their roles are as follows:

1. “MAIN CONTROLLER”. The common control procedures for the entire system
are executed inside of this block (for example conditions for turning ON or OFF
battery, PV or the Grid, fault state detection algorithm, etc.),
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2. “BATTERY”, “PV” and “GRID”. An important characteristic for the battery, PV
and the grid presented here (for example, for the battery it is capacity character-
istics, amount of charge / discharge current, etc., for PV it is power profile, which
depends on solar irradiation activity, for grid it is RMS voltage level, maximum
power production level, etc.).

The priority of power supply to the datacentre is managed as shown in Figure 15. The
EMS operates either in “GRID CONNECTED” or “GRID DISCONNECTED” mode.
When operating in “GRID CONNECTED” mode (triggered by the REQ event and grid-
connected is false), it can operate in the following four states depending on the connection
status of the “PV” and the “BATTERY”:

1. When the PV and the battery are both connected, the PV is supplied, and the
battery is in the charge mode until 80% capacity is reached,

2. When the PV is connected and the battery is disconnected, PV is supplied,

3. When the PV is disconnected and the battery is connected, the battery is in the
charge mode until 80% capacity is reached,

4. When both the PV and the battery are disconnected, only the “GRID” is supplying.

Figure 14: Distributed control system view.

When the EMS system is operating in the “GRID DISCONNECTED” mode (triggered
by the REQ event and grid-connected is true). It can operate in the following four states:

1. When the PV and the battery are both connected, the PV is supplied, and the
battery is in discharge mode,

2. When the PV is connected and the battery is disconnected, PV is supplied,

3. When the PV is disconnected and the battery is connected, the battery is in dis-
charge mode,
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Figure 15: ECC implementation of the Energy Management System.

4. When both the PV and the Battery are disconnected, no power is supplied to the
datacentre.

It is envisaged, that the decentralized component-based control application can be
deployed to the distributed network of control devices.

7 Model Validation

A data-driven validation approach was used to validate the correctness of the simulation
model by comparing the result of the simulation model with real data collected from the
edge datacentre running the same case study scenario described in section V. The model
was validated with both software-in-the-loop (SiL) and hardware-in-the-loop (HiL). In
the SiL validation, the edge simulation model described in Part IV were tested under
simulation in Matlab Simulink and the IEC 61499 simulator NxtStudio on the PC. In
the HiL validation, the same model was simulated in the real-time simulator OPAL-RT
connected in a loop with a real PLC (running the control algorithm developed in Part
VI). OPALRT and PLCs were connected physically with analogue I/Os (to transfer sim-
ulation data to the PLC) and digital I/ Os (to actuate the circuit breakers in the model).
The following subsections A and B explain the experiment in more detail.

A. Software Validation

The first validation test was performed under simulation. The case study scenario in
section V was simulated in MATLAB Simulink on PC and the simulation data were
compared against the real data traces collected from the edge datacentre. Figure 16
shows the behaviour of the battery where the blue line represents the real data traces
while the red line represents the simulation data. This was expected as the simulation
was carried out on a personal computer, which is not a real-time simulator. 17 and
18 shows the validation of the Grid and the PV data respectively and the simulation
result closely correlates to their respective real data. The simulation results, presented
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Figure 16: Battery power comparison between real (blue line) and simulation (red line) data.

in Figures 16- 18 clearly demonstrate the advantages of the developed model, but at
the same highlight some limitations. For example, the small error gap between the esti-
mated and real data (0,1-5,2%), along with fast feedback response of the designed model
(¡ 10 seconds for Figures 16- 18) proves the model’s usability. But the relatively high
noise (thick red areas) in Figures 16 and 18 highlights deficiencies of the control algo-
rithm, used to convert the correlate closely with the real data, although there is a ramp
direct current generated by the battery and solar inverters to the alternating current:
the control algorithm cannot identify the stable point for regulation of power making
it “swing” near the optimal regulation point, alternately being in the mode of under-
and over-regulation. “Grid” simulation result (Figure 17) is clear from noises because
it doesn’t include inverter (“Grid” is already related to the alternating current type of
source). The imperfection of the control algorithm for inverter applies limitations related
to the dynamics of the power transfer between blocks in the model. The practical appli-
cability range of the model is limited to the difference between minimum and maximum
of produced and consumed power to not exceed 3-4kW for 10-20 seconds interval.

B. Hardware-in-the-Loop Validation

The next step in the validation process was to validate the entire microgrid model in a
HiL setup. The validation environment was built using real-time digital simulator OPAL-
RT [34] connected in the loop with BECKHOFF CX2030 programmable automation
controller (PAC).

In this validation environment, the distributed microgrid control, developed according
to the IEC 61499 standard, was deployed on the PAC while the datacentre microgrid
model was running on the OPAL-RT real-time simulator. The interfacing between the
OPAL-RT real-time simulator and the PACs is implemented via physical (digital and
analogue) I / Os as shown in Figure 19. The HiL validation environment is shown in
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Figure 17: Grid consumption comparison between real (blue line) and simulation (red line) data.

Figure 18: PV production comparison between real (blue line) and simulation (red line) data.
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Figure 19: HiL analogue/digital interfacing between PAC (top) and OPAL-RT rear mounting
panel (bottom).

Figure 20, which consist of the PAC, OPAL-RT simulator, and user PC.
The developed validation environment allows for developing and testing the flexible

and decentralized automation logic using the IEC 61499 standard, which can later be
deployed to the distributed network of heterogeneous automation devices, which is seen
as the ultimate goal of this research and development, although detailed discussion of
the automation logic is outside of this paper’s scope.

To match the sent and received analogue signals between the PAC and OPAL-RT,
the gain blocks were used in the OPAL-RT project to make signals suitable for emitting,
transferring, and reading by PAC. A gain block was introduced in the datacentre model
and parametrized according to (8)

1

k
=

1
Amax signal

Amax PLC

=
1

18000
10

=
1

1800
; (8)

Here the Amax signal variable equals the maximum level of the simulated signal,
calculated in HiL (red lines). For Figure 21, for example, this value would be about
16000, for Figure 23 it would be about 9000 and so on. Amax PLC would always be equal
to maximum voltage resolution for the PLC’s analogue inputs. In the case of the current
experiment, the authors took extinction blocks for the PLC with the maximum signal
level equal to 10 volts. It means that in the case of the current paper, the Amax PLC
variable is equal to 10. Figures 21– 23 show the real-time validation result of the
battery, the grid, and the PV models respectively. To calculate the errors between the
real-time simulated data and the real data, an average error is calculated according to
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Figure 20: Testbench view of the HiL validation environment.

(9):

∆avg =

∑t=6
t=0 |Areal − Acalc|

Nsteps
; (9)

Here Areal and Acalc it is an amplitude of different lines (in Figures 21– 23 blue
and red lines respectively) taken at some moments of time between 0 and 6 hours. If
Nsteps will be close to infinity, then more correct will be the average error value. In this
case, the simulation step was 20 and the comparison shows, that the resulting average
error of calculation is between 9 to 15%. In comparison with simulation results achieved
in the previous step (Part A. Software validation), the difference between the accuracy
of calculated results is up to 10% worse than simulation results, obtained from OPAL-
RT. These results were achieved partly because of the simulated model complexity and
because the speed of simulation has been increased more than 1000 times to keep the
real-time simulation characteristics. ARTEMIS capabilities, provided by OPAL-RT, are
used here as an instrument for the acceleration of real-time simulation. This acceleration
is achieved by an enhanced engine driver which estimates the calculation load and uses an
optimal calculation method for different moments of time. It means that during the time,
when calculation load will be bigger than some limit (depends on hardware and software
versions of OPAL-RT and ARTEMIS) the ARTEMIS engine activates the approximation
algorithms to keep the calculations’ speed on the same level. Because of that, the big
error between the calculated results and real data can be detected (especially in Figure
23). While the error reduction is planned to be addressed in future work, the main benefit
of the proposed two-step approach: 1) software validation and 2) HiL validation is the
dramatic reduction of the system development time. As was demonstrated in sections
VI and VII real control system design can be implemented along with the design of
validation model with acceptable accuracy of the results.

8 Conclusions and Further Work

This paper presents a novel datacentre microgrid model developed in MATLAB Simulink
for the purpose of evaluating and validating distributed intelligent control of edge dat-
acentres. The model is specifically aiming at the emerging type of edge datacentres.
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The edge datacentre model was tested and validated against real data collected from an
experimental edge datacentre from the RISE SICS ICE datacentre research centre.

The microgrid model structure is also based on the real edge datacentre which consists
of a datacentre load connected to the central grid, UPS battery and PVsin a microgrid
setting. A case study consumption scenario was developed to generate data traces from
the real edge datacentre to validate the simulation model.

Two types of validation tests were carried out. The first was a software validation test
where the resulting simulation data was compared against the real data. The simulation
results closely correspond to the real data, albeit with simulation lag during switching.
The second was a HiL validation test between the real-time simulator OPAL-RT (running
the datacentre simulation model) and a PLC (running the distributed microgrid control).
The HiL validation improves on the results of the simulation test with an average error
of calculation between 9 to 15%.

Figure 21: Battery production comparison between real (blue line) and OPAL-RT simulation
(red line) data.

Moreover, validation in the loop environment was created based on the IEC 61499
architecture, as the platform for implementation and validation of intelligent smart en-
ergy asset functionalities.

For future work, the first step is to integrate the cooling model into the datacentre
microgrid, to have a comprehensive simulation model of the entire edge datacentre. The
second step is to simulate the datacentre microgrid in connection with the regional or
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Figure 22: Grid consumption comparison between real (blue line) and OPAL-RT simulation
(red line) data.

Figure 23: PV production comparison between real (blue line) and OPAL-RT simulation (red
line) data.

even national grid model, with the integration of various renewable farms, for the pur-
pose of co-simulating demand / response applications. These steps will be accompanied
by the development and validation of intelligent energy management strategies to turn
the edge datacentre into a smart energy asset of the societal energy supply infrastructure.
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9 Appendix A. Nomenclature

ICT Information and Communication Technologies
NORUT Northern Research Institute
UPS Uninterrupted Power Source
PV Photovoltaics
SONDER Service Optimization of Novel Distributed Energy Regions
DC Direct Current
DCWES Datacentre Workload Energy Simulation
CPU Central Processing Unit
IT Information Technologies
CRAH Computer Room Air Handler
AC Alternating Current
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracker
RPM Revolutions Per Minute
PAC Programmable Automation Controller
Pirrad(t) Solar irradiation power, W
S Solar panel surface area, m2
µ Solar panel efficiency
W Total power capacity of the battery system
Co Capacity of battery’s connected in parallel, Wh
Cn Capacity of N-nth battery, Wh
Uo Voltage of all connected batteries, V
Um Voltage on M-nth battery, V
CBAT Battery capacity, Wh
UBAT Voltage on battery without the load,
TDISCH Discharge time, hours
TCHG Charge time, hours
RBAT Battery’s internal resistance, Ohms
USRC Charging Voltage, V
PGEN(t) Total output power of the generator, W
m Number of phases,
U(t) Phase voltage, V
φ The angle between current and voltage curves, degree
n(t) Rotor revolutions per minute, rpm
f(t) Frequency of the current in the stator of the asynchronous generator, Hz
Npoles Number of rotor poles,
Mn(t) Nominal rotor torque. Nm
Pidle The idle power consumption, W
Pmax The peak power consumption, W
Util Current utilization value,
RPMmax The maximum rotation speed, rpm
RPM The current rotation speed, rpm
K gain coefficient in MATLAB project,
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Amax signal Maximum amplitude of calculation signal
Amax PLC Maximum amplitude of signal for PLC safe operation, W
∆avrg average error value, absolute values of the real data, W
Acalc Calculated results, W
Nsteps Number of the calculation intervals

10 Disclaimer

The content and views expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views or opinion of the ERA-Net SES initiative. Any reference
given does not necessarily imply the endorsement by ERA-Net SES.
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Abstract

The wide propagation of electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure integrated into the
energy distribution network poses numerous challenges for the engineering and control
of the latter: the load dynamic characteristics become more unsteady, requiring more
advanced control, predictions, and virtual commissioning. One step toward automation
of the design and simulation of new charging stations can be reached through the in-
tegration of the EV-specific standards and protocols with other widely spread electrical
standards and thereby improving the compatibility between standards, increasing the
reuse of the intelligent work results, and promoting the development of EVs’ infrastruc-
ture. A method for virtual commissioning of electrical charging stations is proposed,
implemented, and tested in a form of a software tool, in which the electrical system de-
scription from the widely used IEC 61850 standard is used as an input. The designed tool
builds a Digital Twin of the charging station that consists of its SIMULINK model as well
as two automatically generated communication code primitives using the Open Charge
Point Protocol (OCPP) for control and management purposes over the auto-generated
model. The generated Digital Twin can be used for virtual commissioning purposes. The
application of the method is illustrated in a case study.

1 Introduction

As it is stated in [1] the European Commission’s initial proposal for the Alternative Fuels
Infrastructure Directive (AFID) included a minimum number of charging points in each
Member State and a total of 800 000 across the EU by 2020. The wide propagation
of electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure integrated into the energy distribution
network poses numerous challenges for the engineering and control of the latter: the
load dynamic characteristics become more unsteady, requiring more advanced control,
predictions, and virtual commissioning. Firstly, the EV’s charging time factor today is
one of the biggest obstacles which hold the EV’s production level [2, 3]. Even with an
average range of EVs’ driving distance of about 200 miles (one charge/discharge cycle),
it is still not enough to convince potential customers to use EVs instead of vehicles with
traditional combustion engines. Additionally, the AFID proposal specified only a “ratio
of one publicly accessible charging point for every 10 EVs” but without any requirements
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“to take account of geographical distribution, population density or network coverage”.
This leads to a situation with a surplus and deficit of charging stations on the roadways.
Secondly, with the growing number of EVs, their charging may have a negative impact
on the power grid due to the high demand in the fast-charging profile of charging stations
(CS), which makes the problem of electrical grid peaks shaving even more severe [4, 5].
Thirdly, one of the modern approaches to charging EVs – swap CS, gains popularity due
to the shortest time of charging (battery replacement takes about 5-6 minutes). If the
number of the swap charging station will continue to grow, they can be considered the
Energy Market player that, contrary to the second problem can help to shave a peak
consumption. But due to its relative novelty, the impact of the swap systems is yet to
be thoroughly estimated and simulated [6]. The mentioned developments are achieved
with a high degree of automation, which raises the challenge of their commissioning and
impact assessment.

Digital twin (DT) [7] is a novel concept born in the Industry 4.0 domain combining
static and dynamic models of automated systems. In particular, DTs are used for online
simulation of complex automated plants and their virtual commissioning [8]. As the
EV charging infrastructure is a complex distributed automation system on its own, and
it needs to be tightly integrated with the evolving power grid, its testing and virtual
commissioning are very important tasks. For this study, the term Digital Twin refers
to the multilayered structure depicted in Figure 1. The bottom layer is the static
machine-readable information about the EV charging infrastructure integrated into the
Grid. The middle layer is the simulation model of the EV charging system integrated
with the simulation model of the rest of the Grid. The top layer is the distributed control
software for the EV charging system. As can be seen from Figure 1, the digital model
under study consists of different layers, each of which is uniquely specific and refers to a
certain field (for example, the top layer is informational, and the middle layer is a signal’s
and measurement’s processing and simulation). In this work, the authors are aiming at
the problem of digital model designing, where the automatic generation of various layers
of the model is carried out using the IEC 61850 standard [9]. The proposed solution is
novel. Therefore, an analysis of the solution results is given at the end of this paper, and
the advantages/disadvantages are discussed.

In particular, this article investigates the engineering process ruled by the IEC 61850
standard with the specific Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) [10] for communica-
tion between EV charging stations and EVs. The idea is to use the engineering data
of the energy distribution network (including the EV charging network) in form of IEC
61850-compliant machine-readable documents to generate the physical and communica-
tion models of the charging station ready for virtual commissioning. This aims at flexible
and easy-to-use models of electrical systems. Toward this end, the transformation rules,
and instructions for the automatic generation of the charging station (CS) Digital Twin
system will be presented. The designed rules use the IEC 61850 System Configuration
Design (SCD) file for the automatic generation of a CS model (MATLAB/SIMULINK)
and management system (that consists of two software applications (in Python language)
for the central management system (CMS) and charging point (CP) respectively). The
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source code of the designed application is publicly available 1.

Figure 1: Digital Twin of EV charging infrastructure integrated to Grid.

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

1. developing an automated method of creating digital twins of automated EV charg-
ing infrastructure for the purpose of its virtual commissioning, which includes:

(a) design of the transformation rules for the generation of a simulation model
based on the IEC 61850 electrical system specification,

(b) enabling OCPP capabilities into the SIMULINK modeling as an important
part of the control system over the EV CS.

(c) prototyping of the software tool proving the developed autogeneration method.

2. increasing the interoperability between IEC 61850 standard-compliant systems and
EV charging stations, by investigating and defining the common points between
the aforementioned

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section II an overview of related
works is given. Section III describes the use case definition. Section IV briefly covers
details of the technologies used and depicts the flowchart of the work. In Section V
the background information is presented. In Section VI the transformation templates,
integrated into a designed software tool, the designed transformation rules, and the gen-
eration workflow are represented. Section VII represents the result of the auto-generation
discussed in the case study of Section III. Finally, Section VIII presents the conclusion
and further work.

1https://github.com/mrv-king/IEC61850-to-OCPP-and-SIMULINK
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2 Related Work

A structured (systematic) review was implemented within the scope of this work. A short
survey of related works has been implemented in the IEEE Xplore database. The reason
for choosing this database was that the IEEE is the world’s best-known standardization
and standards organization. In addition, the authors found it very convenient and effi-
cient to use the IEEE Xplore website search engine. The search template (1) has been
considered for investigation:

”WHAT”AND”RELATES”AND”TO WHAT” (1)

where the keyword “WHAT” was assigned with values “EV”, “electrical vehicle”, or
“charging station”. The “RELATES” had values of ”charging”, “modeling”, or “man-
agement”. The keyword “TO WHAT” was assigned to the communication protocols’
and standards’ names which are related to the electrical system and electrical batteries’
system management. As a result, template (2) was used, where “OR” is the inclusion cri-
teria (increasing the number of similar works in the result) and “AND” – is the exclusion
criteria (decreasing the number of similar works in the result):

(”electrical vehicle”OR”EV”OR“charging station”)AND

(”charging”OR“modeling”OR“management”)AND

(“IEC 61850”OR“OCPP”OR“IEC 61851”OR

“IEC 61970”OR“IEC 61968”OR“IEC 63110”) (2)

From template (2) it is easy to see that the issue of electric vehicle management
was considered the most important, where the problem of designing and modeling new
charging stations was examined in terms of the help of other standards related to elec-
tricity (for example, IEC 61851 for electric vehicles and IEC 61970, IEC 63110, OCPP
for charging stations). The key point of the study is that IEC 61850 can be used as
a bridge between different standards to facilitate the design process of a new electric
vehicle charging infrastructure. Thus, the research roadmap that formed the basis of the
research is presented in the form of a mental map and is shown in Figure 2.

Among the query results, only conference and journal papers were included in the
scope of interest. Also, only publications during the last 10 years were considered. As
a result, 56 related works were identified, the most important of which are discussed in
this section.

IEC 61850 is a multi-facet standard, comprehensively covering engineering aspects
of digital energy distribution systems, from communication interoperability to high-level
object-oriented architecture and the corresponding information models. Higgins et al. [11]
have proposed the engineering process bridging the IEC 61850 model with object-oriented
and decentralized executable automation architecture, aiming at reducing engineering
and reengineering efforts, especially related to software.
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Figure 2: Mental map.

These ideas were further evolved by Andren et al. who presented the data transfor-
mational principles from the IEC 61850 design of the electrical system into the IEC 61499
control system [12]. They analyzed both IEC 61850 and IEC 61499 models of data rep-
resentation and designed the transformation rules from one standard to another. They
presented a model-driven engineering approach for the design and development of Smart
Grid automation applications practically implemented in a tool for automatic generation
and deployment of control applications based on IEC 61850 descriptions.

As a step toward the integration of IEC 61850 into the EV charging system was
made by Ustun et al. proposed a model for EVs by extending IEC 61850 standard
and its extension for DERs, i.e., IEC 61850-7-420. Essentially, what is proposed is an
information model for the charge/discharge controller of an EV [13].

Integration of IEC 61850 with OCPP was done by Schmutzler et al. [14]. In that
work, the authors emphasize the lack of the grid-oriented semantic structure of the OCPP
protocol in the EV managing area. As a result, they proposed the IEC 61850 standard
as one of the ways to overcome this shortcoming.

Xiong et al. present the method of IEC 61850 standard extension with smart EV
scheduling algorithms [15]. The abstract data model, supporting web service, and an
interface for the smart charging infrastructure is created and tested in this article. Smart
charging data and additional features are standardized into Substation Configuration
Language (SCL) configuration files, making them instantly available to any smart grid
device or application. As the authors state, this article not only expands the scope of
the IEC 61850 standard in the field of smart charging but also significantly increases the
scalability and interoperability of the smart charging infrastructure.

Together with the development of the Digital Twins and with an understanding of the
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potential powerfulness of such tools a new approach of IEC 61850-based communication
modeling of EV charge-discharge management for maximum PV generation was made
by Ustun et al. [16]. To boost PV generation, this article proposes a communication
infrastructure for a smart EV charge-discharge algorithm. This scheme’s components
are completely modeled by the IEC 61850 communication standard. Given the variety
of EV, PV, and smart meter manufacturers and models, this is critical for the effective
deployment of such automation schemes.

Lately, in 2020, Aftab et. al [17] promoted ideas of [16] even further, considering
the carbon footprint and damping the negative effect of EVs influence on the main
utility grid while their charging to achieve higher efficiency of renewable energy sources
participating in supporting the global balance in the Energy Market. They highlight the
fact that technology-agnostic, common communication is required to handle all EVs with
various chargers.

It is also worth mentioning that the IEC 61850 is not the only standard used in elec-
trical systems’ automation. IEC 61970-301 and IEC 61968-11 are collectively known as
the Common Information Model (CIM) for power systems and focus on the needs of elec-
tricity transmission, energy management systems, SCADA, planning, and optimization.
Though CIM is not fully compatible with the IEC 61850 specification on the electrical
system, Lee et. al [18] propose a solution for unifying these instruments.

IEC 63110 is a standard developed by the JWG11 of IEC Technical Committee TC69.
Initiated by France, Germany, and Italy and started in November 2017 is another boom-
ing standard in the electrical field [19]. The IEC 63110 standard represents a competitor
communication protocol technology to OCPP. The protocols are similar, but there are
much more open-source OCPP implementations and openly available applications [20]
available, while none of IEC 63110 were found which explains the authors’ preference for
OCPP.

Nevertheless, the need of having tools and automation solutions for modeling and test-
ing the EV’s charging infrastructures is gaining popularity together with stable growth
in “green” cars. As a reaction to that need, Morab et al. [21] propose the model of
a 22kW charging unit and EV’s battery management system using the IEC 61851-1
protocol which specifies the information exchange between the charging point and EV.
Additionally, the fact of IEC 61850 usability in modeling battery-related electric sys-
tems was proved by Ustun et al. [22] where the model of Distributed Energy Sources
(DERs) was designed, and the developed IEC 61850 information model was utilized as
the communication mechanism for realizing power management inside the model.

In summary, the conducted short survey shows clear signs of the growing use of the
IEC 61850 standard for engineering EV charging infrastructure automation. Some exam-
ples of the integration of electric vehicles into the global energy grid already exist in the
form of mobile or server applications. Photovoltaic systems and the global energy mar-
ket are considered important components in the future development of electric vehicles.
All this indicates a high level of interest in integrating electric vehicles into the global
energy system. A gap, however, is identified between the IEC 61850-based engineering
process of the grid infrastructure and the engineering of EV charging infrastructure that
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is dominated by the OCPP standard. At the time of this study, no papers were found
that would have carried out theoretical/practical research on facilitating the creation of
a digital twin model using the IEC 61850 standard. Therefore, the authors will fill this
gap by proposing a new method that can be considered the first step toward solving these
problems. At the same time, it should be noted that (since it is the first step) the main
goal of the current research is the fact of successful automatic construction of a digital
twin model, and not the accuracy of the model itself. But it does not mean that the
question of the model’s accuracy is not important and is declined by the authors. It will
be considered at another stage of this study and will be presented in another article.

3 Use Case Definition

Scenario
Let us consider a basic building block of the EV charging infrastructure: one charging
point with 3 charging outputs, connected with a charging management station. The
charging point may be located in a parking lot of an office or factory, so the full charge of
EVs must be guaranteed before the working day ends. During winter days, the outside
temperature may be below -20 degrees level, so it is also needed to preheat the cars. The
requirements are presented in Table 1. The electric schema of the system is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Electrical scheme of designed charging point system.
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Table 1: Requirements list for the designed charging
point.

Requirement Description

1 Sufficient power

Check that the proposed design
of the charging point is providing sufficient
power to charge all cars in time
less than 8 hours (a usual workday)

2 Temperature demand
Charging parameters need to be adjusted to
the outside temperature (see Table 5)

3 Compatibility demand
The designed system should be
compatible with OCPP 2.0.1

The electrical scheme, presented in Figure 3, consists of one main electrical source
“VTR0” of AC type (alternate current), 1 main current sensor “CT10” and 3 branches.
Each branch consists of AC/DC converter “D1x”, the current breaker “CB1x” and
“CAB1x” representing power losses in the cable from CP to EV.

The use case aims at answering the following questions:

1. HOW MANY vehicles will be serviced at the same time (what is the maximum
capacity of the system)?

2. WHEN and HOW LONG they will be charged?

3. WHAT ASPECTS influence the charging station performance and how?

All these questions correspond to the real requirements for charging stations for EVs.
Thus, similar questions were addressed by Csiszár [23] to calculate an appropriate geo-
graphical location and deployment conditions for a future charging station. The purpose
of the study was to develop a method for calculating the need for charging electric vehi-
cles and to determine the principles for the placement of public charging infrastructure.
Therefore, the purpose of the study presented by Csiszár et al. is more related to the
field of electric vehicle management when the objectives of the current study are purely
technical. However, due to the identity of the object under study (electric vehicles), the
main tasks, and therefore the questions that arise, are also similar.

4 Proposed Engineering Framework

The suggested engineering framework’s goal is to automate the development and valida-
tion of distributed automation logic for charging stations, facilitated by the automatically
generated simulation model. The results of this study are displayed in the form of the
“Auto generation tool” presented in Figure 4, which takes an SCD file (the electrical
system description) as an input and generates a simulation model of a charging station
as well as a communication tool (server/client) for its (presented in Figure 4 as “Elec-
trical Model of the CP”, “CMS application” and “CP application” respectively). As a
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result, these three modules constitute the Digital Twin of CS useful for obtaining physi-
cal characteristics (current, voltage, etc.) as well as for the virtual commissioning of its
distributed automation including communication between CMS and CP.

The qualitative methodology of the proposed approach was designed in 2 steps,
namely.

1. Data collection. The procedure begins with design documentation in the form of
an “SCD” diagram and is subdivided into two steps

(a) Participant observation. Includes the charging station’s major equipment and
their consistency with the IEC 61850 standard (see Figure 3).

(b) Recursivity. The design under study can be changed during the data collection
phase (it is not prohibited to adjust the initial “SCD” diagram).

2. Data analysis. Recognition of patterns of the designed “SCD” file. This step is
represented in three steps, namely:

(a) Coding. This step is already implemented in the IEC 61850 standard since all
abstractions under the study are associated with specific words/labels (more
information about it will present in Section V, part A).

(b) Pattern thematic analysis. Transformation of coded words to structured data
(fitting the data)and generation of a pattern (will be explained in Section VI).

(c) Content analysis. Generation of a stack of patterns. Analysis of the resulting
stack of patterns, generation of the corresponding model, and its validation
against the initial “SCD” file (will be explained in Section VII).

5 Background

5.1 IEC 61850

IEC 61850 features are:

1. Data Modeling. Primary objects, as well as protection and control capabilities,
are represented as standard logical nodes that can be grouped into different logical
devices.

2. Fast event transfer. Generic Substation Events (GSE) are defined for quick event
data transfer in a peer-to-peer communication manner. GOOSE & GSSE have
been subdivided yet again.

3. Sampled Data Transfer. Sampled Value Control blocks are used in schemes to
handle the transfer of sampled values (SVCB).

4. Data Storage. The Substation Configuration Language (SCL) is a specification for
storing all the substation’s configured data in a standardized format.
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Figure 4: Structure of proposed engineering framework.

5. A catalog of logical objects. All IEC 61850-compliant devices utilize the same
namespaces of objects and functions, making it possible to integrate objects in a
data center power implementation.

According to the engineering process implied by IEC 61850, there are two types
of configuration tools required: “System configuration tool” and “Intelligent Electronic
Device (IED) configuration tool” as shown in Figure 5. The structure of the electrical
system and the required functions (logical nodes) are described in system configuration
files (SSD and SCD) when the precise IED models that perform these functions are
included in IED configuration files (IID, ICD, SCD, and CID). System configuration
tools (exemplified by ”Helinks” [24] in this paper) include graphical editors for composing
systems from objects and storing the descriptions in form of SSD and SCD configuration
files.

IEC 61850-6 defines five types of files for working with SCL files: SSD, ICD, SCD,
CID, and IID. Here is the definition of some of them:

1. SSD – System Specification Description: This file outlines the topology of the
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Figure 5: Different types of configuration files and their usage.

automated electrical system as well as the required functions (logical nodes), but
it does not include the exact IED models that perform these functions.

2. SCD – Substation Configuration Description: A file containing the system’s whole
configuration, including the information model of the physical equipment chosen,
network settings, data flows, etc. An SCD file is made up of a “.ssd” file and several
“.icd” files.

The SCL of the IEC 61850 provides unique characteristics and attributes for the defi-
nition of connections between independent components, just like a physical representation
of any piece. The keyword ”Terminal” for example, defines a physical connection (where
the tag ”connectivityNode” is the name of that connection) which is used to specify a
destination port. Figure 6 (a) depicts the physical connection of two circuit breaker
components. Figure 6 (b) is represented in the same scheme but SCL. As it can be seen
from Figure 6 (b), every new element has its parameters, like ”name”, and ”type” in
a ”ConductingEquipment” node. It also features a ”Terminal” sub-node that contains
further information about component connections. Every IEC 61850 object, as shown
in Figure 6 (b) does not have a tag identification of port direction (input/output), but
only a connection name (for example ”MFS/J/01/L1” in Figure 6 (b)).

An advantage of the IEC 61850 standard is that it has a strongly defined catalog of
names for logical objects. It means that by knowing the name of the IEC 61850 element
it is possible to establish accurately its type, functions, parameters, and properties. This
feature makes IEC 61850 attractive for an automatic generation of Digital Twin types of
systems. For example, a charging process of an EV (Figure 7, top part), from the IEC
61850 point of view can be described as in Figure 7 (bottom part).

In Table 2 some of the IEC 61850 “blocks” that can be used for the design of the CS
electrical system are given.

Table 2: List of IEC 61850 types

Object name IEC 61850 Logical Node Description
Figure 7 Type Class
VTR1 VTR TVTR Voltage transformer
CTR1 CTR TCTR Current transformer

CONV1 CON ZCON
Power converters
(including AC/DC)
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Continuation of Table 2

Object name IEC 61850 Logical Node Description
Figure 7 Type Class

CB CBR
XCBR

A circuit breaker with
the function of current
protection

CSWI
Control over a
circuit breaker

CILO
Controlled switch
gear operation

PC1 CAB ZCAB Power cable
BAT BAT ZBAT DC battery source

IFL3 IFL -
Common
connection point

5.2 OCPP

OCPP is an application-level protocol for communication between EV, CP, and a CMS,
often known as a charging station network. The Open Charge Alliance created OCPP
in 2009 as a free, open-source, and simple-to-implement protocol. As a result, it has
established itself as the global standard for interoperability in the EV charging market.
The advantages of OCPP are as follows:

1. Flexibility: Protocols based on open standards, such as OCPP, enable users to
choose flexibly from a variety of hardware and software options. It allows one to
mix and match charging hardware with NMS (Network Management System).

2. Choice: OCPP-compliant charging stations give users the option of choosing a
charging network provider.

3. Interoperability: Open networks allow equipment from various manufacturers to
communicate with one another. OCPP is the de-facto standard protocol in Europe,
accounting for 78 nations on every continent using it.

4. Scalability: Changing equipment and scaling the system as needed is simple. Own-
ers can then optimize the cost and risk of one-time investments.

5. New Features: Owners can easily add new options and capabilities to existing
chargers by plugging them in. In OCPP 2.0.1 new features such as enhanced
security, tariff and cost display, operator monitoring, and so on have been added.

According to OCPP protocol, every charging process (transaction between CP and
EV) can be divided into 5 steps (see Figure 8). The transaction starts when a new car
is detected at the charging station. The ”Energy Offer” period starts when one is logged
in to the charging station’s system through any authorization type that is described in
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Figure 6: (a) CBR1 and CBR2 circuit breaker connection example (graphical representation);
(b) SCL description of the same example.

Figure 7: Scheme of charging station, where top part – EV charging system, which consists of
electrical vehicle (EV), charging sstation (CS), and central management station (CMS), bottom
part – representation of EV and CS in IEC 61850.

the OCPP standard (login/password, NFS card, direct purchase through the credit card,
etc.). The “Energy Flow” can be interrupted and continued again after some short period
(specified uniquely for each charging station by its vendor/owner) or interrupted at all.

An open-source OCPP implementation is provided by Open Charge Alliance (OCA)
- a global consortium of public and private electric vehicle infrastructure. It has both
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Figure 8: Charging stages are covered by OCPP protocol.

client (CP) and server (CMS) parts.

5.3 MATLAB/SIMULINK Model

In this work, MATLAB/SIMULINK is used to create a simulation model of the CP. This
simulation model is generated in two steps, namely:

1. The “Auto generation tool” (see Figure 4) generates a MATLAB script of the future
model (the exact algorithm will be discussed in the “IEC 61850-MATLAB/SIMULINK
transformation template” subsection of section V)

2. MATLAB script transformation to the actual SIMULINK model (implemented by
inherent MATLAB functionality).

6 Modelling Nomenclature, Generation Flow, and

Transformation Steps Description

According to the structure of the proposed engineering framework (Figure 4), the Digital
Twin model of the charging point system consists of three parts:

1. OCPP server (CMS application)

2. OCPP clients (CP application)

3. SIMULINK model of charging point’s electrical equipment (electrical model of the
CP).

The communication protocol between CMS and CP is the TCP-based WebSocket.
It is already integrated into the open-source code of the OCPP client-server applica-
tion, implemented in Python. Communication between the CP and the SIMULINK
model is implemented through MATLAB’s “matlab engine” functionality (also written
in Python).
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6.1 Generation Flow (IEC 61850 - OCPP)

As mentioned in Section IV the attractive advantage of the IEC 61850 standard is a
catalog of logical objects, associated with electrical objects. The auto-generation aims
at the creation of Python scripts for the CMS and CP sides of the distributed control
application.

As it is represented in Figure 7 the CS can be represented as several IEC 61850
objects (or Logical Nodes) interconnected with each other according to the electrical
system’s scheme. At the same time, the OCPP protocol consists of several instructions
that can be assigned to every specific IEC 61850 object. Therefore, in terms of the object-
oriented approach, every IEC 61850 object can be represented as a “class” where OCPP
instructions are the “functions”. Practically, it is possible to assign all OCPP instructions
to all IEC 61850 objects, but it would not make sense because not all instructions are
logically inherited by the IEC 61850 object. For example, for the “XCBR” object of
IEC 61850 (switch) it would be natural to assign some “set” and “get” functions (or
“SetVariablesPayload” and “GetVariablesPayload” as it is stated in OCPP protocol) to
set and get the current state of the switch. And at the same time, it is not necessary
to assign the OCPP instruction like “RequestStartTransactionPayload” to initialize data
transactions between CP and CMS because it will never be used in a real-life application.

Based on that information, the authors designed a “transformation table” which
works as a “bridge” between specific IEC 61850 logical nodes and specific OCPP instruc-
tions. Thanks to the strictly specified names of logical nodes in IEC 61850, they can be
uniquely defined. For brevity, only the transformation of some IEC 61850 logical nodes
is demonstrated in Figure 9.

6.2 Generation Flow (IEC 61850 - MATLAB)

Another part of the DT generation is related to the creation of the MATLAB/SIMULINK
model. For each IEC 61850 object, the corresponding MATLAB/SIMULINK object is
picked up from the existing SIMULINK library (the rightmost column, shown in Table
3). The content of Table 3 is represented in the “Auto generation tool” (presented in
Figure 4) in a form of a transformation table (in the same manner as it is implemented
for the OCPP transformation).

Table 3: Transformation mapping table IEC 61850 -
MATLAB/SIMULINK

IEC 61850 object (see scheme in Figure 3 for reference)
SIMULINK object

Scheme designation IEC 61850 designation Graphical view

VTR0 VTR
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Continuation of Table 3
IEC 61850 object (see scheme in Figure 3 for reference)

SIMULINK object
Scheme designation IEC 61850 designation Graphical view

CT0 CTR

D0-D2 CON

CB-CB2 CBR

CAB0-CAB2 CAB

6.3 Transformation Steps (IEC 61850 – MATLAB)

The transformation procedure for a MATLAB/SIMULINK model generation consists of
the following steps:

1. Read an “.SCD” file and create an array of IEC 61850 objects (see Table 2) with
specified properties (see Figure 6 (b)).

2. Transform the array of IEC 61850 objects (obtained from the previous step) into
SIMULINK objects (according to Table 3)

3. Create a new (blank) MATLAB model.

4. Place transformed SIMULINK objects from step 2 in the newly created model from
step 3. MATLAB script is used for that.

5. Create connections between SIMULINK objects in the new model according to the
“SCD” file. This process is based on the work with the IEC 61850 objects stack
(or array) obtained from step 1. The array analysis occurs by the FIFO principle
(First In - First Out). The pseudocode of the IEC 61850 stack analysis is presented
in Figure 10. Here, the “accum array” object initialized in line 5 represents the list
of all objects which have similar connections. The algorithm compares one-by-one
elements in the IEC 61850 array (lines 6 – 14) and fulfills the ”accum array” with
new IEC 61850 objects (line 11). After the end of each “round” in the analysis, all
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Figure 9: Initialization of IEC 61850 objects with OCPP instructions.

detected similar connections of IEC 61850 should be cleared to prevent the infinity
loop (line 15).

Figure 10: Pseudocode of the IEC 61850 stack analysis.

The resulted “accum array” (Figure 11, a) represents a source for the building of
SIMULINK connections (line 15 in Figure 10), where the structure of connections is
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represented in a form of a “star” with one central object and several beams around it
(Figure 11, b). The first object in the list is always the center.

Figure 11: ”accum array” stack (a) with a schematic representation of connections between
objects (b).

Because every IEC 61850 object (or logical node) can have N ≥ 0 number of con-
nections, then the same object may be presented in the resulted “accum array” stack
several times. Let us imagine the result during another “round” of IEC 61850 stack anal-
ysis, presented in Figure 12 (a), then the connection’s scheme for SIMULINK objects is
presented in Figure 12 (b).

Figure 12: ”accum array” stack (a) and schematic representation of connections (b) under the
next round of analysis.

One of the issues with converting IEC 61850 objects into MATLAB/SIMULINK ob-
jects is the lack of apparent identification of IEC 61850 object connections, which MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK objects have. As a result, the following rules were created to convert
an IEC 61850 object into a MATLAB/SIMULINK object (see Table 4).
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Table 4: List of transformation rules

N Description

1
The maximum number of connection sides for ALL IEC 61850
and MATLAB/SIMULINK objects is 2 (LEFT and RIGHT)

2
ONE connection line in IEC 61850 results is EQUAL TO 1, 2, or 3
MATLAB/SIMULINK connection lines (depends on the MATLAB object type)

3
The contact numbering of SIMULINK and IEC 61850 objects
as this: LEFT-TOP contact is the FIRST, the RIGHT-BUTTOM is the LAST

4 ONLY TWO objects are connected by a connection link.

5
IF 3 OR MORE IEC 6150 objects are linked, the ”primary” object,
which is directly connected to all other objects (so-called ”star” topology),
will be THE FIRST item having that common communication line.

6
The number of MATLAB/SIMULINK connection wires between two objects
IS EQUAL TO THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF PORTS of 2 interconnected
objects.

When the analysis of IEC 61850 objects is over, then the schematic representation is
saved in the form of a MATLAB script (line 16 in Figure 10).

6.4 Transformation Steps (IEC 61850 – OCPP)

The approach for auto-generation of the CP and CMS scripts is easier than in the case of
the SIMULINK script because there is no need to worry about interconnections between
the objects. As such, only OCPP instructions analysis among all IEC 61850 objects is
needed (presented as “OCPP properties” in Figure 9). The schematic representation
of that idea, where the IEC 61850 stack is presented only from 2 objects (“XCBR”
and“TVTR”), is presented in Figure 13.

When the list of unique OCPP instructions is defined it’s saved in two separate files
(one for the future CP application and another for the CMS).

7 Tool Description and Results

7.1 Design of the Programming Tool

To implement the generation based on the principles presented in this paper, a software
tool was developed. The tool is written in C# and runs under the Windows operating
system. The tool’s interface is shown in FIGURE 12. It has three windows for a preview
of generated results (from left to right): XML structure of the uploaded SCD file of IEC
61850, generated MATLAB script of the electrical model of the charging station, and
generated script for CMS/CP applications. The interface of the designed application is
simple and intuitively understandable.
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Figure 13: Generation flow of the CMS and CP scripts from the IEC 61850 stack.

Figure 14: The interface of the designed generation tool.

7.2 Testing and Results

An electrical scheme of a charging station in IEC 61850 (see Figure 3) was taken as an
example for a demonstration of the results which was used as input data for the designed
application. A compendium video with a detailed description of the auto-generation
process is available on YouTube2. The resulting MATLAB/SIMULINK model, generated
from the scheme is presented in Figure 15.

To test the auto-generated CMS and CP scripts and validate the OCPP communica-
tion channel, the following scenario over the auto-generated model has been chosen (the
battery and charger properties are not relevant in this test and can be chosen arbitrarily):

1. From time 0 to 5 seconds the battery was discharging (EV is connected to CP but

2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNwVgZl6sdM
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Figure 15: Auto-generated SIMULINK model view.

the charging process had been not yet initiated)

2. At the time of 5 sec CMS sends to CP the “set variable” request through the OCPP
protocol to change the status of the “CB10” switch from “open” to “close”.

3. After that the CP receives the “set variable” request and the MATLAB command
on changing of “InitialState” property of the “CB10” SIMULINK object will be
executed.

In the scope of this work, the authors have made 2 non-real-time experiments (on
a PC) where 2 modes of the charging station’s work (under +25 and - 25 degrees of
Celsius) were simulated. To get the simulation results from these 2 experiments we
spend around 15 minutes (5 min and 10 min long). However, in the case of a real-time
experiment authors would need to spend around 15 hours to get the same data set. Since
the time difference between the real-time experiment and the non-real-time experiment
is relatively high (60 times), then this factor can be considered as the advantage of the
non-real-time approach.

The resulting battery voltage curve in this experiment is shown in Figure 16. The fact
of a successful switch “CB10” activation in the SIMULINK model through the OCPP
command is proving the correctness of the auto-generated system.

To test the auto-generated SIMULINK script it is important to recall the initial
demands, defined at the beginning of the work (see Table 1). For that test, the charger
model “PRIMAX P4500F-3-125-ka” and the battery with the parameters (125V, 50A*h)
have been chosen. The test simulation over the auto-generated model was running and
the results are presented in Table 5.

As for the intermediate technical conclusion made only on the results presented in
Table 5 it is possible to say that ”PRIMAX P4500F-3-125-10” can charge only one
car with a battery capacity of around 6250 VA*h and only during the time when the
temperature is around +20 C. During the winter, the charging efficiency of the CP drops
down to approx. 60% of its initial charging power. As a result, the charger model
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“PRIMAX P4500F-3-125-10” cannot satisfy the demand and subsequently cannot be
used - another more powerful charger is needed.

Figure 16: Modeling results of autogenerated MATLAB/SIMULINK design of the charging
system, controlled through the OCPP protocol.

Table 5: Charging time test results under different tem-
peratures (+/- 20 degrees of Celsius)

Charger model Battery parameter
Charging time, hours (0% of SOC)
+20 C -20 C

P
R
IM

A
X

P
45
00
F
-3
-1
25
-1
0

1 battery
125 V / 50 A

(the resistance of CAB0 - CAB2
was taken as 0,1 Ohm
for that experiment

5.39 9.68
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Before debriefing, the proposed approach is compared with existing solutions (Table
6) to emphasize the value of ongoing work. As can be seen from Table 6, only the
current research results confirm the possibility of converting the IEC 61850 electrical
system model into a MATLAB model. This fact distinguishes the present study from
other works

Table 6: Comparison of existing solutions with the de-
signed one.)

reference
Supported extensions

IE
C

61
85
0

IE
C

61
49
9

IE
C

63
11
0

IE
C

61
97
0

O
C
P
P

IE
C

61
85
1

M
A
T
L
A
B

This work V - - - V - V
[11,12] V V - - - - -
[13] - [17] V V - - - - -
[18] V - - V - - -
[21] - [22] V - V - - - -

Summarizing the results presented in Section 7, it is worth recalling that the original
purpose of this study was to demonstrate the IEC 61850 standard as the starting material
for creating a digital twin model of an electrical system. As highlighted in Section II
(Related work), there is a gap in current research on the IEC 61850 standard and its
benefits in facilitating the creation of a digital twin model. Thus, the authors paid
more attention to the conversion of data from one format to another, rather than the
accuracy of the resulting digital twin model. Further plans to achieve convincing accuracy
of the automatically generated digital twin model will be explained in Section 8 (last
paragraph).

8 Conclusions and Further Work

In this work, the transformation approach of the IEC 61850 System Configuration Design
file of the charging station into the OCPP-based Python applications (client/server)
and MATLAB/SIMULINK physical model was presented. These rules were integrated
into the code (programming language C#) of the designed application. The designed
application is publicly available on the Internet.

Enterprises, involved in the maintenance and building of new charging stations for
EVs can be seen as the potential stakeholders, as well as engineers and enterprises who
already work with IEC 61850 standard.

The advantages of the presented work are as follows:

1. Compatibility with IEC 61850 standard output files. The designed approach is
compatible with the SCD file of the IEC 61850 standard. It makes it possible to
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use the output files of the IEC 61850-compatible tool (Helinks designer in the case
of this study) as the input files for another application (designed in this work).

2. Reuse of design files. Design files reuse helps reduce development time on the
Digital Twin model of the charging system.

3. Compatibility with OCPP and (potentially) with the IEC 63110. The auto-generated
code for the OCPP communication can potentially be compatible with protocol IEC
63110 without additional changes (to be proved in future work).

The limitations include:

1. The number of supported IEC 61850 objects is limited. At this stage, only a subset
of objects existing in the IEC 61850 library (only those presented in Table 2) is
supported

2. Not all IEC 61850 objects can be unambiguously transformed into SIMULINK
objects. Most of the SIMULINK components have so-called polarity (when the
object has input and output pads) but this information is not specified in the IEC
61850, therefore there is a risk of auto-generation of the SIMULINK model which
is not possible to simulate at all, or the simulation results will be incorrect. To
minimize the risk of creating a new model incorrectly, the operator still needs to
visually check the SIMULINK model itself and manually correct the model in case
of inconsistencies.

3. Limitation of IEC 61850 components library. Even though the IEC 61850 library
has all the most important components for the design of a simple charging station
mode, its amount is still not sufficient even for a more or less complicated project.
Currently, the IEC 61850 has 91 logical nodes, divided into 13 logical groups. There-
fore, the development of the IEC 61850 components’ library is a vital condition for
the further development of the approach presented in this paper.

The possibility to auto-generate the model of the charging station for the hardware-
in-the-loop (HiL) system (for example, the OPAL-RT simulator [25]) is the one option
to validate the accuracy of the auto-generated model. The results of the software-in-the-
loop (SiL) simulation, presented in this work (Section XIII) could be compared with the
result of the HiL simulation to increase the validation ability of automatically generated
models. Additionally, transformation principles that were presented in this work can be
potentially propagated to other communication standards of the global energy market
(like OpenADR [26] for example) to explore the potential benefits of use and compatibility
with other communication protocols.
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9 Appendix A. Nomenclature

CSDT Charging Station Digital Twin
OCPP Open Charge Point Protocol
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
EV Electrical Vehicle
SCD System Configuration File
CS Charging System
CMS Central Management System
CP Charging Point
GSE Generic Substation Events
GOOSE Generic Object-Oriented Substation Event
SVCB Sampled Value Control Blocks
SCL Substation Configuration Language
SSD System Specification Description
XML Extendable Markup Language
SiL Software-in-the-Loop
HiL Hardware-in-the-Loop
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Automatic Generation of the OPC UA Information

Model from an Integrated Circuit Specification

Nikolai Galkin

Abstract

One of the crucial elements of the current automation scenario is information modeling.
There are several information modeling standards available at the moment that concen-
trate on particular parts of the entire system. Among them, Open Platform Communica-
tions Unified Architecture (OPC UA) is gaining popularity due to its fully object-oriented
information model. Many engineers are joining forces to unify millions of different elec-
tronic devices under the OPC UA umbrella. Speaking of electronic devices, they are all
built from integrated circuits (ICs), where each IC has interconnections with other ICs
on the circuit board. Due to this hierarchy, any complicated device can be represented in
a way of OPC UA information model as the interconnection of different ICs. However,
the construction of an information model is now one of the most time-consuming and
expensive endeavors from an economic standpoint. Towards this end, the author presents
a new approach for the automatic transformation of the IC specification file (datasheet)
to an OPC UA information model. This can help to automate the design process of the
last, reducing the efforts and costs of its design.

1 Introduction

Compared to traditional Open Platform Communication architecture (OPC) [1], the
information model of the OPC UA [2] is by far the most promising. OPC UA is able
to represent any size of industrial functions or system suppliers’ needs thanks to the
completely object-oriented information paradigm. A number of commonly used objects
and object types are defined by the OPC UA Specification. Inheriting domain-specific
types and models from pre-existing types makes it simple for the vendor to construct
new object instances.

But there are also some challenges that slow down the dissemination of the OPC UA
technology, namely:

1. The problem of perception of the information model. Currently, there are many
information models described by man. The content of the final model is influenced
by many factors (design goals, designer experience, project financial constraints,
etc.). Therefore, depending on the purpose of modeling, the same object may have
different model interpretations, which may be incompatible with each other.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical representation of the hardware device.

2. Lack of information resources. Although the OPC Foundation [3] provides a list
of the Unified Architecture Information Models, they can only be considered as a
template for further enriching the desired Information Model, and not as the final
model.

3. Lack of automation tools for faster and easier generation of information models.
Today, most information models are designed manually or with the help of tools
that help translate the information model from one format to another (for example
IEC 61850 [4] information model into MATLAB, as described in [5]). Even so, tools
are still needed to automatically create basic logical nodes (pieces of information).

All modern and sophisticated devices need a complicated and comprehensive informa-
tion model. Any device may consist of one or several printed circuit boards (or PCBs)
(rigid or flexible) interconnected with each other. All PCBs consist of some number
of active and passive components, like integrated circuits (or ICs), transistors, resistors
and etc. All this as a whole constitutes the functionality of the device (see Figure 1).
For example, if a device includes a temperature sensor IC, this means that temperature
readings can potentially be received from the device. It is not a problem to design the
information model of a relatively simple device that consists of a relatively small number
of different ICs. But things get much more complicated when the number of ICs in use
grows. Therefore, the process of designing complex information models is considered a
non-trivial task.

When it comes to ICs and their information model building, probably there is no
better and more comprehensive source of information than its specification (in this ar-
ticle, the author also refers to it as a datasheet). All IC manufacturing companies like,
for example, Texas Instruments, Analog Devices, XNP, Silicon LABS and etc. have
their own way of data representation. But inside one vendor, the structure among all
specifications is standardized. For example in Texas Instrument’s (TI) specifications,
they put information about IC type into the specification header. Also, the type of IC is
included in the first sentence of the ”DESCRIPTION” chapter (which always is on page
1 of the datasheet). Also, if it is a sensor chip, then its accuracy and operating range are
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Figure 2: An example of a non-hierarchical OPC UA information model for a hardware device.

often listed in the ”FEATURES” list (which is also always presented on page 1 of the
datasheet). Because of this, the author suggests that the IC data tables can actually be
used to automatically generate the OPC UA information model.

Therefore, in this paper, the author wants to demonstrate an approach to the semantic
analysis of an IC datasheet and the generation of an Extensible Markup Language (or
XML) [6] file from it with an OCP UA information model. For testing and demonstration
purposes, the developed approach was encapsulated in a special software tool, the source
code of which is publicly available on GitHub1. To reflect the main idea while reducing
the size of the article, only specifications provided by Texas Instruments will be used. At
the end of this work, the author aims to demonstrate that the proposed approach can be
used for the automatic generation of the non-hierarchical information model (see Figure
2) or as an intermediate step for the automatic generation of ”Leafs” (or End Nodes) of
the hierarchical information model.

The contribution of this paper is as follows:

1. developing a method of IC’s datasheet semantic analysis for the purpose of auto-
matic OPC UA generation of an information model.

2. design and description of rules for transformation of data from the human-friendly
way of representation (usual text) to the standardized, object-oriented datatypes
(like ObjecType, VariableType, DataType and etc) described by the OPC Founda-
tion.

The rest of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of
related work. Section 3 describes the definition of a use case. Section 4 briefly describes

1https://github.com/mrv-king/datasheet2opcua
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Figure 3: The mental map.

the details of the technologies used and depicts a flowchart of operation. Section 5
provides background information about third-party tools that were used in this work.
Section 6 presents the transformation templates integrated into the developed software
tool. In Section 7 the results are presented. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclusion
and further work.

2 Related Work

As part of this work, a structured (systematic) review was carried out. The IEEE Xplore
database [7] was used for a brief evaluation of the relevant papers because IEEE is
the most famous standardization organization in the world. The author also noted the
simplicity and efficiency of using the IEEE Xplore search engine. The following search
query (1) was used.

”datasheet data extraction” (1)

Only conference and journal articles were included in the area of interest among the
search results. Additionally, only articles from the past five years (2018-2022) were taken
into account. This led to the identification of 32 related works, and all of them were
thoroughly analyzed. As a result, at this stage, a ”road map” of the study was formed
in the form of a mental map (see Figure 3). For brevity, only the most relevant of the
above 32 related papers have been included in this section.

T. -P. Hong et al. [8] provide a method for automatically extracting the dimension
parameters displayed in three-view graphics. It is separated into two halves. In the
initial stage, they identify three-view drawings in datasheets and use deep learning to
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identify the text sections that contain the parameters in the pictures. The values in these
areas are then recognized by their technique. To match the digitized parameters with the
values, the author develops two methods, based on k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) [9] and
detection method YOLO (you only look once) [10], respectively, in the second step. The
author uses Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology, provided by the third-
party python library PyMuPDF [11] to extract text from PDF. The method presented
in [8] was developed to meet the need for automatic extraction of IC dimensions in the
design of printed circuit boards. Thus, the disadvantage of the method presented in this
article is that it takes into account only the physical dimensions of the IC and no other
parameters.

K. -C. Chen et al. [12] have expanded the capabilities of [8], by including various fig-
ures and including tables. The authors based their assumption on the idea that technical
specifications usually present the most important characteristics of electronic components
only in figures and tables. They also use the YOLO method for figure extraction and
categorization. The main goal of the research is to speed up the PCB design prepara-
tion process. As a result, the designed approach generates an exhaustive report. K. -C.
Chen et al. call it electronic component specifications (ECS) which include a schematic
diagram, tables as well as package, footprint, characteristics, and timing diagrams. The
disadvantage of the proposed approach is that it does not automate the design process
of new tools or components, but generates a result for human analysis.

The method for obtaining basic parameters from technical documentation of Metal
Oxide Silicon Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs)is designed by A. Marinov in [13]. The
technique described here is a component of an automated data collection system used to
create a sophisticated database of electrical components. A. Marinov uses the Euclidean
distance concept (EDC) [14] to place importance on the parameter field, the symbol
field, or the unit field which he has identified from the Portable Document Format (or
PDF). However, the author summarizes in his article that the proposed approach is not
universal and requires manual optimization of the weight parameters before using it to
improve the accuracy of the results.

In order to enhance the power loss prediction model and provide the best power
converter design, F. Tian et al. in [15] introduces a technique for extracting dynamic
and complex non-linear properties from a semiconductor specification. To extract fig-
ures from datasheets, an object identification neural network, has been trained. The
dynamic data is then retrieved from the images using morphological image processing
(MIP) and optical character recognition (OCR) methods [16]. The collected data is then
utilized to improve the dynamic characteristics of power switches and to create a more
precise power loss model that will be used as input for designing automation tools. Since
the OCR functionality requires large computational resources, the proposed approach is
not suitable for analyzing a large number of specifications, which can be considered a
disadvantage for the purposes of the current work.

The problem of semantically segmenting tabular data from document flows was inves-
tigated by E. Kara et al. in [17]. This problem occurs because the text does not clearly
define what a table is. To evaluate performance, the authors mainly used deep learning
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techniques, such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [18], as well as a morphology-
based method to compare various methods for the goal of detecting table structures.
They discovered that Mask-RCNN [19] was the most effective network in abstracting
the segmentation of tables with about 97% accuracy by utilizing transfer learning. The
approach presented by E. Kara et al. is only adapted for data extraction from tabular
when the proposed in this work approach is aiming for a broader scope of data.

Finally, the author would like to mention the work of M. Fayazi et al. [20] which is
also based on modern artificial intelligence (AI) tools, such as CNN. The authors demon-
strate the applicability of the CNN algorithm for automatically classifying datasheets
and suggest an extraction methodology for extracting pertinent functional information
from tables in order to automate the processing of plentiful datasheets. The scope of
this work is the automatic generation of new documentation on single-board computers
(SBC) to increase their design cycle. The summary provided by the tool developed by
M. Fayazi et al. can only be used for human analysis and does not automate the design
process itself.

In summary, though the similarity of the intermediate goals of the related works
compared to the goals of the current work, no OPC UA information model generation
approaches were found. To fulfill this lack considered is the main contribution of this
work.

3 Use Case Definition

Let us imagine a situation where some engineer has a task to design an OPC UA infor-
mation model of a device. We assume that this circuit consists of 20 sensors, and Figure
4 shows only three of them as an example. The microcontroller here is playing the role
of an information accumulator which further transmits by request to the level above the
metrics about temperature/current/power/voltage. The engineer has programming skills
and has only basic experience in hardware design. From this electrical schematic, the
engineer has a specification file (BOM) and he/she knows exactly what these components
are and how many of them are on the device under study. As a result, he/she has created
a folder on the PC in which all specifications of active components are collected (except
for passive components such as resistors, capacitors, inductors, etc.).

4 Proposed Engineering Framework

The purpose of the proposed engineering framework is to automate the development of
OPC UA information models. Therefore, in this and all subsequent sections of this work,
the author is going to appeal to the OPC UA IM design tool (see Figure 5) as the main
outcome of this work. The developed tool is based on the principles detailed in Section
6. It takes PDF data tables as input and produces an XML file as a result. That XML
file represents the non-hierarchical OPC UA information model of two levels where the
top level represents the device itself and the low level consists of different nodes (their
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Figure 4: An example of an electrical circuit that can be considered as an example.

Figure 5: Structure of proposed engineering framework.

number depends on the number of datasheets).
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The qualitative methodology of the proposed approach was designed in two steps,
namely:

1. Data collection. The procedure begins with the creation of a document collection
(in PDF format), based on the initial use case.

2. Data analysis. Patterns recognition among chosen PDF specifications of ICs. This
step is represented in three steps, namely:

(a) Pattern anlysis. Parsing of chosen PDF files and identification of specific
pieces of information through their comparison with predefined patterns. As
an output of this step, a new list of type String is generated.

(b) Coding.Preparation of the generated list for deployment into an XML tem-
plate file. All items inside of the list are getting the special Tag names for
unambiguous correlation with the related position in the XML template.

(c) Content analysis. Parsing the resulting list and iteratively replacing its items
into the target XML file. Analysis of the resulting XML file.

5 Background

This work touches on the foundations of a platform-independent service-oriented archi-
tecture called OPC UA, and therefore all subsections in this section will be related to it.
Specifically, Section 5.1 will briefly review the advantages and disadvantages of OPC UA,
as well as the main elements from which a basic information model can be built. Also,
since this work uses third-party software components related to OPC UA (opcua-asyncio
Python library [21] and a UaExpert [22] application) developed by other engineers Sec-
tions 5.2 and 5.3 briefly introduce their functionality.

5.1 OPC UA

Information Modeling OPC UA is an object-oriented approach that combines the con-
cepts of semantic modeling [23]. To simplify relationships between model elements, a
graphical representation of the OPC UA information model is defined in Part 3 of the
OPC UA Specification as a combination of Nodes, which can be represented as Object,
Variables, Method, etc (see Figure 6). Every Node is identified by a unique (within the
server) NodeId.

Each link between two nodes is of type ReferenceType, which gives meaning to the
relationship. The OPC UA standard defines a set of ReferenceTypes as a mandatory part
of the OPC UA information models and the following rules are applied to them:

– Abstract link types cannot be used in real links and are only used to structure the
link type hierarchy.

– Symmetric links have the same meaning in terms of source and destination nodes.
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Figure 6: Graphical representation of basic OPC UA nodes.

Figure 7: Graphical representation of ReferenceType.

Figure 7 demonstrates examples of standard ReferenceTypes.
Among of advantages of OPC UA architecture can be highlighted:

1. Sophisticated object modeling. The variability of different types of Nodes and their
ReferenceTypes gives engineers a lot of freedom to design very complex systems.

2. Transport independent. OPC UA does not define the transport layer that should
be used for communication. Instead, the OPC UA architecture gives this privilege
to engineers.

3. Platform independent. Originally designed to run on the Windows platform, OPC
UA now runs on a variety of operating systems and platforms.
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Among OPC UA disadvantages can be highlighted:

1. Scalability. OPC UA is not suitable for large homogeneous models (for example, if
the model consists of 10,000 identical sensors that send their temperature readings
to one central device), because in this case, the information model will be too large
and heavy to manage.

2. Wide possibilities. It may seem strange, but the fact that the OPC UA architecture
has been adapted ”for everything” and ”for everyone” makes it more vulnerable to
human-related problems (for example, the perception of different things by different
people), which can be a problem in future when this technology spreads wider.

5.2 opcua-asyncio Python library

The opcua-asyncio is an asynchronous OPC UA client and server. In this work, the
author uses the opcua-asyncio library only to build an OPC UA server. This library
does not have a GUI, so it is suitable for various small IoT devices such as Raspberry Pi
and Beaglebone. The opcua-asyncio library has an import xml method to load an XML
file with the OPC UA information model.

In this work, the author used his personal computer with the Windows 10 operating
system as a server with the IP address, specified as the ”localhost”. During the server
startup process, it will load an XML file generated by the tool designed for this work.

5.3 UaExpert

The UaExpert is a full-featured OPC UA client and it is made as a general-purpose
test client that is compatible with OPC UA capabilities including data access, alarms
and conditions, history access, and method invocation. In this work, the author uses
UaExpert library only as an OPC UA client. The UaExpert is available for Windows and
Linux operating systems. The fundamental architecture of UaExpert consists of features
like managing certificates, finding UA Servers, connecting to UA Servers, browsing the
information model, and presenting the properties and references of certain UA Nodes.

In this work, the author used for the OPC UA client application the same personal
computer as for the server (operation system - Windows 10) with the IP address, specified
as the ”localhost”. The UaExpert client will be used to view the information model stored
on the server as evidence that the generated XML file is compiled correctly.

6 Modelling Nomenclature and Generation Flow

Once again, it is worth noting that the author considered only the characteristics of the
IC manufactured by Texas Instruments. This was done to reduce the size of the article
and does not mean that the results of this work cannot be extended in the same way to
IC specifications provided by other vendors.
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A datasheet holds information in a way of simple text. Objects such as tables and
images, two-, three- or multi-column texts all make traditional text analysis methods such
as TF-IDF (the term inverse document frequency) ineffective for parsing specifications
due to distortions of information introduced by these objects. Therefore the author has
come up with his own method to distinguish worthwhile information from the one which
represents the ”noise”.

In the scope of this work, the author will operate with the following system of notation

Table 1: Symbolic designations of variables used in equations (2) - (9) and their description.

Symbol Data Type Description
p Integer Datasheet page index
w Integer Word index of the specific line
A[p][w] List of Strings The text of the datasheet is presented as a two-

dimensional list consisting of several pages, and a
certain number of words on each page.

Id List of Strings The text of the datasheet is compared with this pre-
defined one-dimensional list of interfaces (like i2c,
spi, smbus, etc.).

Td List of Strings The text of the datasheet is compared with this pre-
defined one-dimensional list of IC types (like, voltage
sensor, current sensor, etc.).

6.1 IC name Identification

Texas Instruments has designed its datasheets in a standardized way. The first page of
all datasheets has always a title that starts with the IC’s name. In addition, the first
sentence of the Description section in all datasheets (always the first page, i.e. p = 1 )
begins with the definite article The followed by the name of the IC.

If we consider f(p,w) as a function that returns the index of the IC name on page 1
of the specification, then

n =

maxA[1]∑
w=1

f(1, w) =

=

{
x,A[1] ∈ ”description” ∧ ”The”,

0, A[1] /∈ ”description” ∧ ”The”,

(2)

Where maxA[1] represents the number of words on page 1 of the specification and
x is - desired index value of the word, describing the IC name. (2) returns a vector of
indexes x of the words that go after the definite article The and which page consists of
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the word Description. From that vector, only the first item is taken. Thus, A[n[1]] is the
desired IC name.

6.2 IC Interfaces Identification

To determine the list of interfaces supported by the IC, a TF-IDF is used. To increase
the speed of the search algorithm, only the first 2/3 of the data table is analyzed since it
was noticed that the last 1/3 of the data table describes Packaging Material Information,
Outline Packing and Board Layout, which is of no interest.

Therefore, if we consider f(Id,p,w) as a function that searches an array of words Id in
the first 2/3 of document A and that returns the list of founded common words, then

Xi =

2
3maxA∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(Id, p, w) =

{
i, A[p][w] ∈ Id,

0, A[p][w] /∈ Id,
(3)

Where 2/3maxA is equal to 2/3·maximum number of pages in specification, maxA[p] is
equal to the maximum number of words on each of these pages and i - found interface
name. Each found instance is added to the Xi array.

If no interface was found in the analyzed datasheet (i.g. size(Xi) = 0 ), then IC has
only an analog output. Otherwise, if we consider the function g(Xi, i), which returns
words whose number of occurrences in the list Xi is greater than 2, then

Xj =

maxXi∑
j=1

g(Xi, j) =

{
j, count(Xi, j) � 2,

0, count(Xi, j) < 2,
(4)

As a result, the Xj list will consist of interface names related to the IC under study.

6.3 IC pin number Identification

Information about the number of outputs of the IC is needed to make an initial guess
about the possible number of output signals that the IC can potentially have. Indeed, if
one IC is a sensor, that has only three pins, and no interfaces, then it has only one output
channel because the other two pins should be connected to the power source (most com-
monly notated as V+ and GND). Otherwise, if some IC supports any communication
interface, then it can potentially contain any amount of information. From the Texas
Instruments documentation, the number of pins can be obtained from the Package Ma-
terials Information section, from the table column, which always has the heading Pins
(see example in Figure 8).

6.4 IC type

As it was discussed in subsection 6.3 It is relatively straightforward to identify the IC
type if an IC supports no communication interfaces and its pin number is less or equal to
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Figure 8: An example of ”Tape and Reel Information” section in Texas Instrument datasheet.

three. This can be done in a way similar to (3), but instead of comprising with Id array
the Td array is used, i.e.

Xn i =

2
3maxA∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(Td, p, w) =

{
i, A[p][w] ∈ Td,

0, A[p][w] /∈ Td,
(5)

If an IC has some interface (i.e. Xi �= 0) then the IC type can be identified from its
register map. In Texas Instrument documentation, the register map is represented in
the format of a table. To identify data, the author proposes first to select all pages from
the datasheet which consist of register and hex keywords and then find keywords temp
(stands for temperature), volt (voltage), curr (current) and pow (power) to identify the
list of the provided features, i.e.

TIC =

2
3maxA∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(p, w) =

=

{
m,A[p] ∈ ”register” ∧ ”hex”,

0, A[p] /∈ ”register” ∧ ”hex”,

(6)

Where m is a page that consists of words register and hex. The page array m creates an
array Tic. After that (5) is applied, but not to the whole specification, but to the pages
that include register and hex keywords, i.e.

Xi =
maxTic∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(Td, p, w) =

{
i, A[p][w] ∈ Td,

0, A[p][w] /∈ Td,
(7)

Where maxTic is the number of pages where the register and hex keywords were found.
As a result, the Xn i or Xi list consists of supported metrics such as power, current,
voltage, or temperature and specifies the chip type.

6.5 IC operating temperature range

The operating temperature range of the IC is also an important property, because if the IC
is of the ”temperature sensor” type, then it gives the initial guess about the temperature
values that this IC will send. Even if some device does not have temperature sensors, it
is still possible to make a deductive assumption about the boundary conditions in which
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this device is supposed to be used, by taking the narrowest temperature range of the
“weakest” device IC (which has the lowest temperature range).

The first step in operating rating identification is to filter out all pages from the
datasheet which does not include the keyword operating conditions or operating ratings,
i.e.

OIC =

2
3maxA∑
p=1

maxA[p]∑
w=1

f(p, w) =

=

{
i, A[p][w] ∈ ”oper” ∧ (”cond” ∨ ”rating”),

0, A[p][w] /∈ ”oper” ∧ (”cond” ∨ ”rating”),

(8)

In Texas Instruments documentation there is a special symbol Ta (states for ambient
temperature) which is used for depicting the IC’s operating conditions. But it is not
always the case. Sometimes this information starts with the IC name + additional
characters describing the specific part number. Also, there is a specific temperature
symbol ◦C that always ends a line with temperature conditions.

Therefore the desired operating temperature range property can be found between
the IC name or Ta keyword from one side and ◦C sign as in the example presented in
Figure 9.

Figure 9: An example of operating range data.

Or as in (9).

OIC =
maxOic∑
j=1

maxOic[j]∑
w=1

f(Oic, w) =

=

{
i, Oic[w] ∈ [(A[n[1]] ∨ ”Ta”), ”C◦”]

0, Oic[w] /∈ [(A[n[1]] ∨ ”Ta”), ”C◦”],

(9)

The resulting Oic array contains information related to the operating temperature
range of the IC.
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7 Tool Description and Results

In the next step (2) - (9) were described in the programming language (Python). The
application was generated and its source code is available on GitHub.

To validate the proposed approach and the designed application, 20 random IC in the
list provided by electronic components distributor Mouser Electronic were taken. The
following filter was applied.

Subcategory = Sensors

Manufacturer = Texas Instruments Manufacturer

New Products = true

(10)

At the time of this study, the Mouser Electronic search engine returned 166 results.
In Table 2 the summary of the result is presented.

Table 2: Summary of search engine results.
N Type of Sensors Amount
1 Current Sensors 60
2 Environmental Sensors 4
3 Magnetic Sensors 76
4 Proximity Sensors 3
5 Temperature Sensors 23

Because positions two and four of Table 2 consist of too few ICs, they were taken all.
Five ICs were randomly taken from Magnetic Sensors, four - from current sensors, and
four - from temperature sensors. The resulting sample set is presented in Table 3.

When information is obtained from the datasheet, it is deployed into the XML tem-
plate of OPC UA. As an example, the OPC UA information model of the 20th component
from Table 3 (V62/20606-01EX) is presented in Table 4.

It is worth recalling that to check the resulting XML file an opcua-asyncio python
library was to design an OPC UA server. In addition, the import xml method from
opcua-asyncio was used to load the resulting XML file generated by the developed tool.
To prove that the XML structure was generated and loaded correctly another third-party
program UaExpert was used. The author used that as an OPC UA client. Figure 10
shows the information model received by the OCP UA client (the information model
of the V62/20606-01EX device is taken as an example). Figure 11 shows that the IC
operating range attribute was obtained correctly (the attribute highlighted in red can be
compared with the OPERATING RANGE line of the 4 table).
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Table 3: Set of randomly taken data from Table 2.
N Part Number Product Type
1 HDC3020QDEFRQ1 Board Mount Humidity Sensors
2 HDC3021QDEHRQ1 Board Mount Humidity Sensors
3 HDC3020DEFR Board Mount Humidity Sensors
4 HDC3021DEHR Board Mount Humidity Sensors
5 LDC3114QPWR Proximity Sensors
6 LDC3114QPWTQ1 Proximity Sensors
7 LDC3114QPWRQ1 Proximity Sensors
8 TMAG5123C1CQDBZR Hall Effect/Magnetic Sensors
9 TMAG5123D1CEDBZRQ1 Hall Effect/Magnetic Sensors
10 TMAG5231B1DQDMRR Hall Effect/Magnetic Sensors
11 TMAG5170A1QDGKT Hall Effect/Magnetic Sensors
12 TMAG5110B2AQDBVT Hall Effect/Magnetic Sensors
13 TMCS1108A4BQDR Board Mount Current Sensors
14 TMCS1108A1BQDRQ1 Board Mount Current Sensors
15 TMCS1107A3BQDRQ1 Board Mount Current Sensors
16 TMCS1101A2BQDRQ1 Board Mount Current Sensors
17 TMP126NDCKR Board Mount Temperature Sensors
18 TMP114DIYMTR Board Mount Temperature Sensors
19 TMP1075NDRLT Board Mount Temperature Sensors
20 V62/20606-01EX Board Mount Temperature Sensors

Table 4: Information model generated by the designed tool from the datasheet for V62/20606-
01EX IC
IC NAME TMP9A00-EP
IC TYOPE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
OPERATING RANGE TA Operating ambient temperature

-55 150 °C
SUPPORTED INTERFACES No Interface/Analog Output
TEMPERATURE ACCURACY TMP9A00-EP ±2.5 °C

• ±2.5 °C Accuracy from –55 °C to +130 °C
• ±3.5 °C Accuracy from –55 °C to +150 °C
±2.5 °C accuracy a from –55 °C to 130 °C

8 Conclusions and further work

This document presents the approach for converting integrated circuit (IC) specification
files into an OPC UA information model. The transformation rules (2)-(9) were demon-
strated and discussed. The software application was developed in accordance with these
rules, and testing was carried out on a randomly assigned set of ICs. The source code of
the developed application is publicly available on GitHub.
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Figure 10: Information model, represented in UaExpert OPC UA client

Figure 11: Measerement Ranges - Temperature Ranges value attributes represented in UaExpert
OPC UA client.

The result of this work was dedicated to meeting the needs of hardware engineering
enterprises, automation enterprises, and all engineers in general who are hard at work
integrating OPC UA functions into our daily lives and who are considered the main
potential stakeholders in this study.

The advantages of this work are as follows:

1. Vendor independent solution. Though this quality is inherited from the OPC UA
definition, the solution presented in this work can be integrated into any automation
device as far as it supports OPC UA functionality.
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2. Reuse of design files. In this work, the generation of small and simple pieces of the
OPC UA information model was demonstrated. But it is also possible to use the
previously generated results as ”bricks” with the aim to build a new information
model of a new device.

3. More IC vendors can be included. This work was implemented only on the example
of IC specifications developed by the Texas Instrument manufacturing company.
Since the method presented here is based on text pattern recognition, it can be
extended to other manufacturers of integrated circuits.

The limitations include:

1. Strong dependence on the human factor.As presented in section 7, the presented
approach is based on the definition that all IC specifications are created in a stan-
dardized way (by templates). But, at the same time, such human factors as typos,
replacing words with synonyms, and changing the format of information (for ex-
ample, text can be replaced by a picture) can distort the proposed algorithms and
either partially distort the result, or make it impossible to give any overall result.

2. All created information models should be cross-checked before application. Due to
differences in the perception of different things by people, the entire topic related
to the design of information models cannot be fully trustworthy. Each individual
model must be carefully cross-checked before being applied. The results presented
in this work should also be checked by professionals and adjusted if necessary. But,
as was indicated at the beginning of the article, the main goal of this work is to
facilitate the process of designing an information model, making it more automated.

As a step forward, the author plans to expand the information model about a single
IC obtained from its specification file with the number of channels and recognition of
the input parameters of the IC (for example, the initialization address of the IC for I2C
communication with the ”Master”). Currently, the proposed approach allows you to
successfully determine the name of the IC, the type of IC, the operating range of the IC,
and the interfaces of the IC, while the algorithm for determining the accuracy of the IC
metrics needs to be improved.
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